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FOREWORD
The following was written by J. Oswald Sanders in 1955. He was then the General Director of the
Overseas Missionary Fellowship.
Only three brief years have elapsed since the Conference at Bournemouth, England, which officially
launched the Overseas Missionary Fellowship of the China Inland Mission. A steady stream of
workers was then flowing from Red China, but only a small trickle seeped into the lands of Southeast
Asia to which the Mission had heard the call of God. The general Christian public, naturally enough,
had gained the impression that the China Inland Mission was finished, and that viewpoint was shared
even by some of our own missionaries. But in reality the Mission was only experiencing that process
so familiar in the spiritual realm – painful death issuing in glorious resurrection.
Soon the tide turned. Preliminary surveys had revealed large groups of unreached peoples in
Southeast Asia and Japan, and among our members there was an increasing response to the vision of
tragic and unmet spiritual need. Young people whose interests had centred in China, now opened
their hearts to the Chinese and other races in these areas, and the trickle grew to a stream.
Experienced leadership was forthcoming in the men who now act as Field Superintendents, and their
wise guidance prevented steps being taken which would later have had to be retraced.
Stupendous difficulties faced these pioneers. The missionaries were without experience of these
tropical countries. They were faced with polyglot races, new languages and dialects, a complete
absence of national fellow-workers and of homes and centres from which to work. Their contacts
were few, and extraordinary difficulties were encountered in gaining entrance into some of the
countries. All these problems, and more, might well have daunted the stoutest heart. On the home
front the process of re-educating the Christian public to the emergence of a new Mission from within
the old was an unexpectedly slow process. But one by one these mountains of difficulty melted
before persistent prayer and unremitting toil.
Changes in the administrative structure of the Mission might easily have created serious problems,
but the re-emphasized policy of requiring unanimity of decision at all levels of administration was
faithfully adhered to, and proved possible of realization. In this way the utmost unity has been
attained in the prosecution of the task, and during these three years there has been a remarkable
absence of serious administrative problems. This is indeed the Lord’s doing, in spite of human
frailty.
The favour of the Lord has been evidenced too, in the gift of many new workers of promise. Last
year we received 67 recruits for eight countries. The experiment of a central Language School in
Singapore where they could learn any of six languages, proved to be not only practicable, but of
inestimable value to the work as a whole. By the end of 1954 the number of workers on our Active
List had grown to approximately 500, and it is of more than passing interest that of the recruits who
went to China in 1948 and 1949, years when many questioned the wisdom of continuing to send
young people to the field, no fewer than 58 are re-deployed in the new areas.
Our missionaries are now working from almost one hundred centres in eight countries, and proclaim
the gospel in twenty languages and dialects. The miracle of the barrel of meal and the cruse of oil is
being daily repeated in the supply of all needs, despite the fact that the cost of living in these
countries is double or treble that of China days.
The prosecution of a totally indigenous policy and the decision to rent rather than buy property for
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our Mission centres created problems which have not been solved without much travail and sacrifice.
But already the policy is paying dividends. In this short space of time, out of stark heathenism
communities of Christians have been won, and in some cases have already erected churches entirely
with their own gifts and labour. National fellow-workers too, are beginning to emerge.
The Literature Programme of the Mission has shown remarkable development. In 1954 the output of
evangelical literature from the Christian Witness Press in Hong Kong reached almost 5,000,000
pieces, produced in eight languages and ranging from a 1,000 page Bible Handbook, large Bible
Commentaries, gospel books and booklets, to leaflets and posters. Who can measure the spiritual
potential of such a stream of literature flowing into the new literate East? And all this in three years!
Here is an epic of the Divine faithfulness which would be difficult to match in missionary history.
The Adversary intended the forced evacuation from China to be a death draught. Instead, by a
Divine alchemy, it has become the elixir of life to multiplied thousands in Southeast Asia. And the
explanation? Simply this: ‘The hand of our God was upon us’.

Return to Table of Contents
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PROLOGUE
“EMERGENCY”
The name “Emergency” as used in political circles would have various applications today, but in post
Second World War Malaya and in the UK it meant only one thing. It referred to the Malayan
Emergency, a Communist insurrection in the Federation of Malaya (now Malaysia) from 1948 to
1960, which posed a challenge not only to the British imperial regime, but also to peaceful political
transition to Malayan independence. At the height of the Emergency, in the early 1950s, some
40,000 regular soldiers, 70,000 police, and a quarter of a million “home guards” were ranged against
8,000 guerrillas; the Emergency cost some 11,000 lives.
Some have seen the Communist rising as resulting from a strategy orchestrated by the Union of viet
Socialist Republics for revolution in Asia, launched at the Calcutta Conference in February 1948. Its
origins, nevertheless, can be traced to World War II. During the occupation of Malaya by Japan
(1942-1945), the Chinese-dominated Malayan Communist party (MCP) had been in the forefront of
resistance to the Japanese. After the war, the MCP expected to assume a leading role in shaping
Malaya's future. In the immediate post-war years, however, the party found itself increasingly
marginalized; the cementing of Anglo-Malay cooperation, symbolized by the creation of the
Federation of Malaya in February 1948, frustrated the MCP's political ambitions, while
administrative and legal constraints placed on the trade union movement restricted the party's
influence in industrial relations. With legal forms of protest apparently exhausted, the MCP resorted
to military action. On June 16, 1948, three European planters were murdered at Sungei Siput (Perak).
A state of emergency was immediately declared in parts of Perak and Johor, and was extended to the
whole of the Federation two days later. Initially, the Communists focused on economic targets,
attacking the rubber and tin industries. While failing to cripple the Malayan economy, the MCP
achieved considerable success, killing European managers and disrupting the means of production.
At first, British counter-insurgency measures were hampered by poor intelligence and inappropriate
military tactics. With confidence in the government ebbing away, a fresh initiative was required. In
1950, the Director of Operations, Sir Harold Briggs, embarked upon breaking the link between the
MCP and the Chinese peasants, or squatters, living in the rural areas. To achieve this objective,
Briggs began moving squatters into “New Villages”, where they could be protected and prevented
from communicating with the Communists. Before the effects of the Briggs Plan could be felt,
however, the British suffered a setback. On October 6, 1951, the High Commissioner, Sir Henry
Gurney, was assassinated by guerrillas. Gurney's successor, General Sir Gerald Templer, was
appointed both High Commissioner and Director of Operations. Although a military man, Templer
sought to win the hearts and minds of the civilian population by promoting not only political
advance, but also social welfare. The funds for Templer's ambitious schemes were provided by the
economic boom which followed in the wake of the Korean War. In September 1953, Templer was
able to declare the first “white”, or non-Communist, area, and by the time he left office in 1954, the
crisis of the Emergency had passed. The election of the Alliance government in 1955 removed what
little remaining legitimacy the MCP possessed, and on July 31, 1960 the government of independent
Malaya declared the Emergency to be at an end.i
The “New Villages” mentioned above were surrounded by barbed wire and guard posts were set up
in the village centre. Guards on the gates to each village searched every person who went in or out.
It was at this time that missionaries were coming out of China and Sir Gerald, who knew something
of the China Inland Mission, sent an invitation to Chinese speaking people to work in the New
Villages of Malaya, hoping that our presence there would help to take away some of the anti-British
feeling that had been engendered by the enforced move from their homes into the New Villages.
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Malaysia was formed on September 16, 1963 by the federal union of the 11 states of Peninsular
Malaysia—then forming the Federation of Malaya (an independent nation since 1957)—with the
self-governing state of Singapore, and the former British colonies of Sabah (North Borneo) and
Sarawak. Singapore left the new federation in 1965. The federal territory of Kuala Lumpur is
Malaysia’s capital and largest city.
NOTE RE NAME OF MISSION:
Whilst still in China, and until the forced exit of the missionaries in 1950, the Mission was called
“The China Inland Mission”. At a conference in Bournemouth in November 1951 it was decided to
call the Mission “The China Inland Mission Overseas Missionary Fellowship” and finally on 14
October 1964 its name became “The Overseas Missionary Fellowship.” Throughout this story, which
occurs mostly in the 1950’s, the Mission will be referred to as “The Mission”, “The China Inland
Mission” or the “CIM”.

Return to Table of Contents
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CHAPTER 1 PARTING
“Mummy, why does Daddy have to go?” The plaintive little voice brought me back with a start.
My thoughts had been centred on the solitary figure standing on the deck of the great ocean liner
which was not almost out of sight. The ship passed under the bridge and turned towards Sydney
Heads on the first stage of the long journey to Singapore. Sensing Percy’s loneliness, and trying to
fight down my own dread of the year of separation which lay ahead of us, I had almost forgotten the
children and that they were feeling it too.
I glanced at the three boys, each in his own way, Frank at 12, Alan at 14 and Raymond at16, trying
to put on a show of carelessness and indifference to cover what lay deep in their hearts. Then I
looked at Dorothy, who was not even trying to cover up – just to understand. How do I explain to a
nine year old the “Why?” of the life of faith? I put my arm around her, trying to reassure my own
heart too as I said, “Darling, I don’t know why. I only know this is what God wants us to do, and
because we love Him, we must.”
In the year that followed I too asked “Why?” many times. I was trying to cope alone with bringing
up of four children in Australia, while their father struggled with the responsibilities of beginning a
new work in post war Malaya.
We had been in Sydney for two and a half years since leaving China. They were busy years. Percy
was the Secretary for the Mission in NSW and I was in charge of the Mission Home at Stanmore, a
home which was always full of interesting guests. This was also our home and Percy’s office.
Missionary work in China was rapidly closing down, and ship after ship coming into Sydney
Harbour brought members of our Mission home to Australia or New Zealand. Percy was kept busy
meeting ships and planes, arranging passages for those going on to New Zealand, or booking train
seats to other parts of Australia.
Some guests stayed with us for longer periods, others for only a night, or just for a few hours. Some
were glad to be out of China where they were no longer free; others were sad and depressed because
they feared that they would never again see the country they loved and had made their own. On
occasions we took care of some of our missionaries’ children until their parents too were out of
China, and we rejoiced when our own boys were safely home from the Chefoo School in Guling,
now under communist control.
They were busy, happy, interesting years, but underneath was always the thought “What next?” God
had called us to be missionaries to the Chinese people, and when we went to China in 1931 we
thought it was for life. Now, twenty years later, we were still only in our mid-forties, and we felt
strongly that this time in Sydney was just an interim. Our call had been so clearly to the Chinese
people, and China was now closed to missionary work. What was God’s plan?
A letter from the General Director of the China Inland Mission, Mr JO Sanders, written at the close
of a conference of CIM directors in England, gave us the answer we had been looking for. His
invitation from the directors was for Percy to go to Malaya as the first Superintendent of a new work
in a new field for the Mission. Sir Gerald Templar, the High Commissioner for Great Britain in
Malaya, was opening the door wide for missionaries who spoke the Chinese language, to go and
work in “New Villages” which were being created and were populated mainly by Chinese people, in
an attempt by the Government to counteract communist guerrilla influence.
As we read the letter together, there was very little conflict in our reactions to it. It was almost as if
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we had been preparing for this all through the past two and a half years. It was clear to us both that
Percy must go. But it was equally clear that I must stay, with both our elder boys facing important
school exams at the end of the year. By the end of 1952 we hoped that there would be a Hostel for
teenage children of missionaries and I could settle the children there before I too set out for Malaya.
So it was decided, and the time passed quickly as the date for his departure was set – 12 February
1952. His berth was booked and paid for, and we then had to look for the kind of outfit he would
need in a tropical country like Malaya. It is strange now to think how little we knew about a country
which, in the next seven years, we learned to love almost as much as we loved China, and whose
roads and villages soon became as familiar to us as the very different ones of South Shaanxi where
we had worked in China.
* * *
Percy arrived in Singapore in 8 March 1952. Headquarters staff were still in Hong Kong with
Roland Butler at the helm. A number of CIM missionaries who had not returned to their home
countries after coming out of China had come instead to Singapore. Some, like Ewen and Priscilla
Lumsden had found work with the Inter Varsity Fellowship, and later Paul and Maida Contento were
also able to find openings among students, working with Andrew Gee, but to most of the 16 or so
who had arrived before Percy, the New Villages of Malaya were the attraction and the challenge.
Under the guidance and advice of a temporary committee which had been appointed for the CIM
work in Malaya, and which was operating out of Singapore before Percy arrived, most of these had
already gone into Malaya and were getting the feel of the work in the villages. It was all very
different from China.
In January 1952 a letter was sent to all missionaries of the CIM who were already in Malaya or
Singapore, to tell them that Percy Moore had been officially appointed the Superintendent of the
China Inland Mission work in Malaya. The appointment, made by the Directorate was initially for a
period of two years, after which the missionaries would have the opportunity of nominating the
Superintendent of their own choice. This was to be the procedure for each new field of work into
which the CIM entered after leaving China. In his letter, Mr Butler said, “It has not been easy for Mr
Sanders to make other arrangements for the important work Mr Moore was doing in Sydney, but he
has released him because he realizes the importance of the work to which he is going.” Mr Sanders
was Home Director for Australia at that time.
Percy had been hoping to move up to Kuala Lumpur fairly quickly in order to look for a suitable
building from which to direct the work in Malaya, but this did not actually happen until six months
later. The Directorate in Hong Kong were also keen to be settled, and realizing more and more that
Hong Kong was no longer suitable as a world headquarters, they turned their eyes to Singapore. It is
central to most of South East Asia, and easy of access to most western countries. They asked Percy
to spend some time looking round the island for a place which the CIM could buy and which would
be big enough and central enough to suit their needs. It was far from easy and Percy spent much
time
and covered many miles looking at places recommended to him. It began to seem an
impossible task, and yet surely somewhere in all that crowded island the Lord had the right place for
us.
Percy himself at that time was living in a house belonging to the Brethren who had been willing to
loan a few rooms of one of their buildings to members of the CIM while they stayed in Singapore. It
was the same house which had belonged to the London Missionary Society and where Hudson
Taylor had stayed when passing through Singapore, and had prayed for the many Chinese living in
and around Singapore. Now, nearly 100 years later, the Mission he founded was preparing to work
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among them.
Telegrams and letters went back and forth between Singapore and Hong Kong as Percy tried to keep
them in touch with each possibility. Sometimes it just seemed possible that this house or that one
might be the one, but each time it ended in disappointment. Then one day, after a morning spent
looking at more houses for sale, he received a telegram from Roland Butler saying that HQ staff had
had a meeting and felt that, since buying a house was proving so difficult, it might be that the Lord
was trying to tell us we should be renting and not buying. Up to that time all the houses offered to
Percy had been for sale, and his immediate reaction to the telegram was that renting would be doubly
difficult. He sat down to write to Roland and was still writing, when he was called out to look at yet
another house. “For the first time since I have been here,” his revised letter said, “I was told it was
for rent, and this soon after receiving your telegram this morning about renting!” His letter went on
to give all the details of a twenty bedroom boarding house at 33 Chancery Lane, which not only had
all the conveniences they needed, but also was fully furnished with good teakwood furniture that the
owners were prepared to sell to the CIM at a reasonable price. If we wanted to take over the
crockery, cutlery and kitchenware also, we would have sufficient for fifty people at a very nominal
price. It was all exactly what we needed and, in a couple of days, Roland flew over from Hong Kong
to see it for himself. “The outcome is,” Percy wrote to us in Sydney, “that we have handed the
matter over to a lawyer, and I hope in a few days time we shall know whether we can go through
with the deal or not. If it is of the Lord, then it will be ours to rent. Roland has now gone back to
Hong Kong and left it in my hands, and I have a Mission cheque in my attaché case ready to be paid
out.”
Everything went through satisfactorily and Percy proposed that until the present occupants of the
house, who had been given notice, moved out, he and Hayden Mellsop should move into the
furnished “garage” at the back just to be on the spot and to take possession as soon as possible. His
letter, written on 19 April 1952 was headed “33 Chancery Lane” and he commented,
“I guess I am the first to be able to put the new Mission address at the top of my letter. Don’t think
in terms of a big building such as you would have in Australia with nice thick walls. Over here,
where we need all the fresh air possible, the rooms are only divided by a partition which does not
reach the ceiling, so that the air can circulate. When two people want to have an argument in the
‘privacy’ of their bedroom, everybody else in the house can hear them.”
House hunting was not Percy’s only task in Singapore as new workers were arriving for work in the
villages of Malaya and he needed to make constant trips to find the right village for them and
suitable accommodation in which they could live. It was a constant delight to him, when he found a
village where the Gospel had never been preached, and he could put up a Gospel poster in the main
street and try to get over the message of salvation in either Mandarin or English, sometimes finding
somebody who knew enough of either to be able to interpret into the local dialect. Often he made
two or three trips to the same village before he felt ready to take the new workers to settle there. He
found himself beginning to be recognised by some of the people and wa startled one day to hear
small boys calling to each other in Chinese, “Jesus is coming!” At least they connected him with the
One he represented, however unworthy he felt at being called by that Name.
In Scudai there was a need for less cramped quarters, and in Serdang near Kuala Lumpur, a village
which had seemed a strategic centre when Hayden and Mr. Butler visited it earlier in 1951, a
decision now had to be made as to whether they should build there or not, as renting seemed
impossible. All this meant long trips away from Singapore.
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There were numerous meetings to attend. Percy met frequently with CIM workers to decide on
policies about housing, the relationship with national workers and other missions, and many other,
sometimes controversial matters.
He also met with members of other missions and with
Government organisation. All these meetings took up a lot of time and energy and were inevitably
followed by long hours of letter writing, as he tried to keep Headquarters in touch with what was
going on, and to be advised by them on some of the knotty problems.
By the beginning of May 1952, Percy was writing from 33 Chancery Lane,
“I have now moved into room 23 upstairs, and Mrs Lea and Lawrence are in the “garage suite”, a set
of rooms that was once a garage but is now quite a nice three roomed flat. The boarders are
gradually moving away and already half the place is empty. I don’t think we shall have any trouble
having full possession by 1 June. The folk from Hong Kong plan to be here by the first week in
June.”
Jeanie Lea had come out from England with Arnold and their youngest son Lawrence on the SS
“Chusan” at the end of April. Arnold continued on to Hong Kong to take over from Roland Butler
who was soon to leave for Australia, but he left Jeanie and Lawrence with Percy in Singapore. The
arrival of HQ staff would release Percy to spend more time in Malaya.
* * *
Early in 1953 we completed our move from Sydney to Melbourne. Raymond was to live in the CIM
home in Hawthorn while Alan, Frank and Dorothy would be cared for in the Hostel for Missionaries’
children set up by the Mission in Kew. Both Kew and Hawthorn were neighbouring suburbs in the
east of Melbourne. Then I had the pain of parting from them. In my heart I agreed with those who
said, “Your own children need you,” or “This is the time in their lives when parents should not be
separated from their children,” or “You have given twenty years of your life to work in China, surely
you should stay with your children now int heir teenage years. Let somebody else go overseas.”
Miserably, I knew how true it all was. And yet there was that strong inner conviction which I had
learned to know as God’s voice to me. The pain in my heart deepened as I left them, standing on the
main railway station in Melbourne, Spencer Street Station, as I commenced the long overland
journey from Melbourne to Perth.
At Perth I was met by my mother, sisters and many friends. On the surface I smiled and greeted
them all and spoke at missionary meetings about God’s guidance, but underneath my heart was sore
as I cried out continually to God, who alone could give me what I needed. “Oh Lord,” I prayed,
“Comfort me and reassure me, please. I know I haven’t mistaken your voice, but I can’t bear to be
so torn in two all the time over these separations from my children. Surely, You gave them to us.
Surely it is right for families to be together and for children to be with their parents. Then why, why
must I leave them again? How can this be right?”
It was on a Sunday night in Perth that His Word of comfort first came. I was in a church, listening to
a preacher I had not often heard. He spoke of Abraham, whose obedience to God brought blessing,
not only to his own life, but to that of his son and to future generations yet unborn. It was God’s
Word to me – the obedience of parents brings blessing to the children. The soreness in my heart
eased a little as I prayed, “Oh Lord, bring blessing to our children because we obey You.”
I left Fremantle, and in the rare luxury of a cabin to myself, spent time reading the Scriptures, trying
to prepare for the new life which lay ahead of me. God gave me promise after promise from the
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Book of Isaiah of His blessing on the children of those who serve and obey Him.
(See endnote)
It was God’s Word to me and it brought comfort and assurance. In the years which lay ahead our
children faced many problems and we were often anxious about them, but the word given me as I set
out for Malaya remained as an anchor for my soul, and reassured me over and over again as we
prayed for them.
So I found peace, and as we slowly moved in to Singapore harbour and I went up on deck to look for
Percy’s familiar face and figure, I knew that my Shepherd had led me into green pastures and into
quiet waters, and had restored my soul.
*

*

*

Meanwhile in Singapore, Percy’s uncle George Findlay Andrew (GFA), who himself had been a
missionary with the CIM in China for many years (See my story, “Three Score Years and Ten –
Missionary Work in China” the story of three generations of the Andrew/Moore family in China
1881 – 1950) was living at this time in Singapore and working in the Education Department. So
occasionally when Percy could get away from his own busy programme, he visited his uncle in his
flat. One night, when having dinner with him, a Chinese couple, Mr and Mrs Li, had been invited
too. Percy was interested to find they had been in China during the War and Mr Li had been in the
Air Force. “After a few minutes conversation, I found him looking closely at me and he asked if I
had been a chaplain to the American Air Force in Hanzhong during the War. When I said I had, he
said he had been with the Chinese Fighter Squadron stationed at Hanzhong. I remember them well
because a number of the Chinese boys used to come to our evening service, and helped a lot with the
singing, even forming a choir. Li said he never came because he went instead to the Roman Catholic
Church where he could have a game of cards and get a drink of wine! He remembered seeing me
many times on the street and at the airfield. It was great to talk with him and it gave me a good
opportunity to talk to him about the Lord.”
On 23 June he was writing, “I am a free man now and can get on with my own job properly.” He
went on to describe the arrival of the Headquarters staff from Hongkong. “The Morris car was the
first to arrive. Then Arnold Lea arrived by plane, after which came big crates of office furniture.
Eleven members of HQ staff arrived by ship with over 100 boxes containing all the office files. We
had a few hectic days alright. You should have seen us, pouring with perspiration, prying open
boxes and moving beds and office furniture. Then everyone had to get properly registered and
identified by the police. Two or three had to get Singapore driving licences, but as soon as this was
done my responsibilities were over. The whole takeover has been without a hitch. Right to the day
all the previous boarders moved out and we took over all the crockery and bedding etc, etc, without
any trouble. I have felt it a real privilege to have had a share in the moving of Mission Headquarters
to Singapore. Once again the Lord has worked for us and given us a suitable place from which to do
His work.”

Return to Table of Contents
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CHAPTER 2 NEW VILLAGES OPEN TO MISSIONS
On 29 February 1952 General Templar called representatives of Churches, missionary bodies and
voluntary organisations to meet him in the capital of the Federation of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur.
Present were representatives of the Red Cross, St. John’s Ambulance, Church Missionary Society,
Roman Catholic Church, Malayan Christian Council, Methodist Mission, Central Welfare Council,
Malayan Chinese Association and the Federation Boy Scouts Association. The High Commissioner
outlined his plan to this group. He stated that resettlement work had created an urgent need and a
great opportunity for welfare work. He was prepared to approach any organisation which might be
able to help in this work. He emphasized the need for missionaries with experience in China and
who spoke Chinese.
As a result of General Templar’s challenge, the Malayan Christian Council decided to form
themselves into a co-ordinating committee for work in new villages. The Council represented,
among other groups, the Methodists, Presbyterians and the Church of England, the three main
missionary bodies at work in Malaya, They invited the CIM to join them on this committee. It was
during the above meeting with the High Commissioner that Percy met a man who was to be a great
help to him during his time in Malaya.
“After the meeting was over” Percy said, “the Secretary of the conference took me to meet the big
man in the Government who is in charge of the affairs of missionaries in the villages. I was
introduced to him as ‘Mr Moore’ and found out that he is actually the Secretary to the Chief
Secretary. He turned to speak to the other missionary with me, and then suddenly turned back to me
and said, ‘Is your sister named Jessie Moore?’ When I told him that was my sister’s maiden name,
he said, ‘Your sister was school mother to my wife when she was at Chefoo.’ His wife’s maiden
name was Ferne King, daughter of Dr king of Kaifeng and Lanzhou, and she married Mr Geare and
was now living with him in Kuala Lumpur. From then on he kept talking to me and wanted me to go
home with him for the night, but I had an appointment and was not able to.”
The first meeting of the Co-ordinating Committee was held on 16 April and Percy was pleased with
the warm reception he received as CIM representative, from the other missions, all of whom had
been working in the towns of Malaya for many years. He felt they were prepared to trust the CIM to
work with them and not against them.
All matters referring to work in the new villages by any church organisation would in future be
referred to the Co-ordinating Committee as being the official body set up for this purpose by the
High Commissioner. CIM on principle would not be member of the Malayan Christian Council, but
we were willing to have a seat on this committee for the express purpose of having unworked
villages where we could pace workers ‘cleared’ by the Committee for us to enter. Even though it
had previously been in an area recognised as Methodist or Presbyterian, we would go in with a free
hand to build up an independent church with no allegiance to any particular denomination. If the
village happened to be in fairly close proximity to an existing denominational church, CIM workers
would explain to the Church in the village the different forms of Church government and let them
make their own choice as they developed. If they felt they wanted closer ties with the town Church
near them, that would certainly be encouraged.
It was at this first meeting of the Committee that Bishop Baines of Singapore spoke to Percy about
Church of England workers in the CIM and expressed his willingness to have them in Singapore and
Malaya. “After I had emphasized our CIM purpose, especially with regard to other Missions, Bishop
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Baines asked me straight out why we were not wending C of E people into Malaya.” Percy reported.
“Canon Carpenter, who was in the chair also turned to me with the same question. Bishop Baines
went on to say that he had given a definite invitation some time previously to CIM Anglican workers
to come to Malaya, and he seemed concerned it had not been taken up.”
As Percy had never heard of this invitation, he was a little nonplussed to know how to answer the
Bishop, but he promised he would pass the word on to Headquarters at once.
All this was very exciting as a number of Anglican workers who had been working in the East
Sichuan diocese in China, had been looking for a field of work. Mr. George Williamson had written
to the Directorate on the subject and, after it was found to be impossible t go into Borneo, they had
turned their attention to Formosa, Central Thailand and Malaya as possibilities. Now this warm
invitation from Bishop Baines gave them an open door.
Percy wrote at once to Headquarters and to George to tell them what had been said at the Committee
meeting, and also assured George that, as Superintendent of the Malayan field, he would be happy to
welcome them there. He suggested that George should write to the Bishop through the Coordinating Committee, thanking him for the invitation and taking him up on it. This he did, and
mentioned that already there were three ordained men and a number of lady workers ready to come
out, some of the latter being trained nurses who would be ready to do medical work if it seemed
suitable.
George stated that as Anglican workers, they would like to go to unworked villages contiguous to
existing Anglican work, and “would aim at engaging in an evangelistic, teaching and medical
ministry with a view to the establishment of indigenous churches. These would be recognised as
coming under the Anglican diocese and associated with that work. The Directorate of the CIM had
already suggested that the Anglican workers might look for a field in the northern part of Malaya
where little had been done and the work could grow. George Williamson himself had already had
many years of experience in the East Sichuan Anglican Field and would be the Superintendent of
that part of the work, leaving Percy to take charge of the work in the south and of the non Anglican
workers. Having two separate areas would make it easier from the point of view of Mission
administration.
In writing to Bishop Baines, George stated what the Bishop already knew, but which needed to be
recorded on paper, that Anglican workers coming out under the CIM, would carry out their normal
work as members of the CIM. They would be independent of the diocese financially, looking to the
Lord, as did all members of the CIM, for the supply of their every need, either through the medium
of the Mission or by whatever means the Lord pleased. The Williamsons planned to be in Malaya by
July and it was evident that other Anglican workers would quickly follow.
The attitude of the Anglican workers in the CIM could be summed up in George’s own words as he
wrote to some of those who hoped to work with him in the villages: “While we seek freedom for
work, using spiritual and practical methods laid down by our own Mission, yet we earnestly desire
happy co-operation with other Anglican workers of other societies who may be working in
contiguous areas, and above all we must be loyal to the Bishop in whose diocese we work, without
however causing complicated problems for our own Mission as a whole and the workers of other
groups with whom as a Mission we seek fellowship.”
Return to Table of Contents
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CHAPTER 3 MOVE TO KUALA LUMPUR
With Mission HQ settled in Singapore, Percy now felt free to try and find a place in Kuala Lumpur
where we could live and which would be suitable for the central station of the Malaya Field. He
moved up with letters of introduction to Ray Honey, Jack and Heather Clingleffer and Harvey
Stanley, all of whom were Christian business people in the capital. Ray’s initial greeting was rather
cool as he imagined Percy to be some king of a salesman, but when his letters of introduction were
produced, the whole picture changed. He took him to meet Harvey and Jack, both of whom
welcomed him and the CIM as a Mission, very warmly. Jack and Heather were kindness itself and
insisted he should make their home his own until he found a suitable place to rent. And indeed,
during the few months he lived in their hospitable home, it almost became Malayan Headquarters as
they welcomed any and all of our missionaries who came in and out of Kuala Lumpur, and with true
Australian hospitality, found a place for any to stay who had no accommodation.
With help from these and other friends it was discovered that the son of the Rajah of Selangor had a
house and grounds to rent at 120 Princes Road. He was willing to rent to us, but he did not want it
known that we were a Christian mission and therefore we would not be able to put a notice up on the
gate to say who we were. Otherwise he put no further restrictions on us beyond insisting that we
must employ a gardener to keep the garden in good condition. He proved to be a very good landlord
and the only time I ever had anything to do with him was on one or two occasions when he sent
round to ask for some herbs he had planted in the garden to make some special Malay dish for which
they were suited.
As soon as the contract was signed and we had somewhere to accommodate guests, Percy asked two
of the ladies to take charge of the housekeeping till I should arrive, and then called all South
Malayan workers together for a Conference. It was held at 120 Princes Road from the evening of 8
September 1952 till the morning of 12 September. Arnold and Jeannie Lea, with Lawrence were
there from the HQ staff in an advisory capacity and to lead the Bible studies. The Anglican workers,
George Williamson, Ruth Dix, Marion Parsons and Ethel Barkworth were there also as guests of the
South Malaya Field and as observers.
By this time ten villages had been opened in South Malaya and immediately after the Conference,
Ursula Kohler moved to Serdang village to be joined by Irene Neville. Bertha Silversides with Ina
Tebbs moved out to Kuala Kubu. A Field Council to assist the Superintendent was elected at the
Conference. It was made up of David Bentley-Taylor (Percy’s brother-in-law), Stanley Rowe, Ruth
Verhulst and Annette Harris and, after the ballot papers had been counted and the names read out,
Arnold committed them and their work on the Council for the coming year to the Lord.
Many subjects were brought up and discussed at that first Conference in South Malaya. Most of the
workers at that time were ex-China missionaries who had come to Malaya to work among Chinese
people, thinking they would be able to use some or all of the methods that had proved successful in
China. This first year had made it clear that things in Malaya would be very different.
Superintendent, Field Council and workers in the villages were still feeling their way. There was a
question of what language to use. It was quite a misconception to think that because they had all
learned Chinese in China and were working amongst Chinese people in Malaya, they would have no
communication problems. They found that there were few who spoke Mandarin Chinese, though
they respected it as the National language, but each village had its own dialect, usually one of the
South China dialects, with a number of others being spoken too. They found themselves coping with
Hakka, Cantonese, Hokkien, Teochiu, and sometimes several varieties of each!
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As Percy paid his first visit to a village which had been “cleared” to us by the Co-ordinating
Committee, he not only had to find a house for our missionaries to live in, but he also had to find out
the main dialect used and, if possible, get a house in an area where they would be hearing that dialect
as much as possible as they tried to learn it. He then had to find someone suitable to teach the
dialect. Obviously not everyone who could speak the dialect was able to teach it to others. In China
the missionaries had a long history of language study behind them and their study books were tried
and tested and their teachers had been teaching for many years. Malaya was different. The Mission
was starting from scratch and Percy had to make contact with members of other Missions, and with
the assistance of Dr. Canfield in Singapore, try and find enough text books to get a course started as
new workers arrived and wanted to get on with language study. Through Gospel Recordings they
were able to get a limited number of records in most of the dialects spoken in the villages, and these
were a great help in the first stumbling efforts to learn the language and preach the Gospel.
The question of holidays for new village workers had come up while Percy was still in Singapore.
The tropical climate and the tension of living under new village conditions, made it almost essential
that every two months or so workers should be able to get a complete change away from the village.
But where could they go? The ideal place was up to Fraser’s Hill or to the Cameron Highlands away
from the heat of the plains, but with the danger from guerrillas ever present and the necessity of
having to travel under Government convoy to there, Kuala Lumpur and Singapore seemed to be the
only answer for the present.
Mission policy of not building church buildings or paying church workers and evangelists, but rather
looking to the church members to do this themselves, was re-emphasized at this Conference, the aim
being to build strong indigenous churches, not dependent on western money in any way. So when
they began to see the first converst, where were they to meet and worship the Lord? It was agreed
that in unevangelised villages meetings might first be held in the home of the missionaries, but as
soon as possible, converts should take the responsibility of renting or building a place of worship
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CHAPTER 4 INTRODUCTION TO MALAYA
I arrived in Singapore with the impression of tropical heat and tropical plants, bright sunshine and
heavy afternoon downpours which only increased the humidity. There was a warm welcome from
old friends who had arrived there before me and were settled in at the very new CIM headquarters in
Chancery Lane, which had only recently moved from Hongkong.
I was introduced to “Algy”, the new Austin station wagon which was to serve us faithfully over
thousands of miles of Malayan roads. Best of all, there was “togetherness” again after the long year
of separation.
“We leave tomorrow for KL (Kuala Lumpur)” Percy said on that first day off the boat while I was
still soaking in impressions of a place which was so very Chinese, and yet so different from mainland
China.
“Oh, no!” I protested, “I haven’t seen anything of Singapore yet.”
But Percy had had six months in Singapore when he first arrived from Australia, and it was he who
had found the Chancery Lane location for the CIM headquarters. Now we had our own centre for
work in Kuala Lumpur on the Malay Peninsula where he was to be the Field Superintendent. He
wanted to get me there as soon as possible, installed as housekeeper in the beautiful home he had
rented from the son of the Sultan of Selangor, the young Rajah Muda.
Algy started without a protest next morning, and we were quickly out of sight of the waving hands at
Chancery Lane and around the corner into the main stream of traffic heading for Bukit Timah and
the causeway 16 miles to the north of Singapore which connected Singapore to Malaya. A brief stop
for Singapore Customs on one side and Malay Customs on the other, and we were in Johore Bahru,
the capital of Johore State. Percy pointed out to me some of the many ornate buildings which were
part of the tourist attractions of the area, but we were quickly through the city and out on to the long
centre road which leads from Singapore to Kuala Lumpur.
“This was a really dangerous trip when I first came through a year ago,” Percy commented. “Do you
see that pile of rusted metal on the side of the road? When I came through with Paul Contento on my
first trip a year ago, the communist guerrillas had just held up a bus and burnt it here.”
“What happened to the passengers?”
“The guerrillas took their identity cards and left them to walk to the nearest village or be picked up
by another bus. Any European travelling on such a bus would have been shot outright, but
Europeans didn’t travel these roads much in those days, or if they did, they had their own armoured
cars, and never did less than 70 mph. All the plantation managers not only have armoured cars, but
usually have their own well-armed guards as well.”
“You don’t seem to be worrying,” I said, looking at his relaxed hands on the wheel.
“It’s not so bad now, but I still feel a bit uneasy if we travel a long stretch without any traffic coming
the other way. I begin to wonder then if something has gone wrong ahead of us.”
“What a beautiful road this is – better than many of our roads in Australia. Are they all like this in
Malaya?”
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“Pretty well. Malaya is still suffering from the ‘curse’ of British colonialism, and the Public Works
Department is always on the job keeping the roads in repair. Do you see how wide a strip has been
cleared on either side of the road? That is so that the jungle will not be a shelter for guerrillas right at
the edge of the road. It isn’t much of a deterrent, but it does help a bit.”
We travelled all day, but stopped at various places where CIM missionaries were already living in
New Villages. There are two main roads from Singapore to Kuala Lumpur, and the one which
follows the coast was the safest, but also the slowest because of the ferries which had to be used at
two different places. The centre road was also the one nearest to where our missionaries were living,
so that is the one we travelled on.
Our first stop was at Scudai, a village about 10 miles north of Singapore. This had been occupied in
October 1951 by three ladies who had come direct from Hongkong after leaving China. Betty Laing,
Margaret Hollands and Doris Dove had moved into a small room in the school there where Betty was
ablt to get a teaching appointment. By the time I arrived, Margaret had moved on to a small village
near Kuala Lumpur called Sungei Way, where she and Annette Harris and Ferne Blair had now been
working for nine months or so.
This was my first sight of a New Village with its high barbed wire fences and guard posts
overlooking the whole village. At the entrance was a Police Post where we had to pull up and have
the car searched before being allowed to enter. The village itself was a surprise. On the main street
were six or eight shops attached under one long roof and with one long verandah.
Drawing of a New Village by Cecil Gracey

The owners lived behind and above the shop. Boards which slotted into each other were put up at
night to cover the whole shop front. In the morning they were taken down and the shop was open for
business.As we drove along, I could glimpse other houses behind the shops with shiny corrugated
iron roofs. The houses beneath the roofs looked old because people had brought all they could of
their jungle homes when they moved. When the building materials they had were not sufficient, they
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found pieces of tin or wood and filled in the spaces. Inside, the houses seemed clean and airy, with
cane chairs for coolness and, almost always, a chiming clock. One of our missionaries told me later
that she could hear and identify six or seven chiming clocks in the quietness of the night.
We received a warm welcome from Betty and Doris, and for the first time I was introduced to a fizzy
orange drink which is popular all over Malaya. It is called F&N by Chinese, Malays and Westerners
alike, in honour of Fraser & Nieve, the firm which produces it. I soon learned that in the heat and
humidity of Malaya, I was far more likely to be offered F&N to drink than a “cuppa” such as I was
used to in Australia. Later I did encounter a hot drink, but not the “cuppa” of Australia. This was a
Malayan brand of coffee sold in restaurants and coffee shops everywhere. A glass was half filled
with sweetened condensed milk, on top of which was poured very strong hot coffee. It was made
from ground coffee beans and poured into the glass through a piece of flannelette to strain out the
coffee grounds. Percy found this drink very much to his liking, and said it gave him energy when
was tired, which I can well believe. I found it too strong and sweet, so I stuck to F&N or Chinese
tea.
I noticed that in Betty and Doris’s house there was a kerosene refrigerator. Even in the hot summers
of the Yangzi Valley in China, none of us had ever experienced the “luxury” of a fridge, but I could
quite appreciate that here in tropical Malaya, where it would be almost impossible to keep things
fresh for any length of time, a fridge is almost essential. I asked Percy about it later, and he said that
fairly soon after his arrival the previous year, the question was raised by some of our workers who
were already living in the villages. Paul Contento and Hayden Mellsop, who were some of the
earliest to come from Hongkong, both agreed that each centre should have one. Although taken for
granted today, at that time some of the other missionaries had held out against them. However, by
May 1952 the Headquarter staff had told Percy to find out in Singapore what was the most
economical brand, and to send in estimates for placing one in each village already occupied by our
missionaries. I must say that I had no qualms about drinking and enjoying the ice cold drinks which
Betty and Doris produced from their fridge for us.
We did not stay long as we still had a good distance to cover. As we waved goodbye to the two girls
and passed the Police Post again out on to the main road, I said, “How do we begin work in a New
Village? It all seems so different from what we are used to in China, and although Malaya is
westernised in many ways, I feel those two are finding it pretty hard.”
“It is hard,” Percy replied. “There is no Church and few Christians, and we start below par because
the people connect any westerner with the Government. They may of may not have relatives among
the guerrillas in the jungle, but they have been brought from they homes they know and love, into a
village where they feel restricted and watched, and they don’t like it – understandably.”
“Did they all know each other before?”
“No they didn’t. In some villages there may be three or four different dialects spoken. That is
another difficulty for our missionaries. Most of us speak Mandarin which we learned in China, but it
has surprised us to find that while they appreciate the fact that we have “mainland Chinese”, they
themselves may use any of four or five dialects from South China where their forebears came from.
In Scudai for instance, Betty found that even those who professed to speak Mandarin, were quite lost
when she spoke about anything except the very simplest subjects. Last year she began going into
Singapore every weekend to do some language study in the main dialect of her village. In the
meantime she used English wherever she could just to make contacts and build ‘bridges of
friendship’. They now have regular meetings on Saturday nights and Sundays and, because there is a
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church in Johore Bahru, they can occasionally get help from the young people there. Betty also has a
group of ‘Keenites’ aged 9 – 14 years old and they are being encouraged to learn Scripture for which
they get prizes.”
Although several villages east of the main road had been occupied during the past year, we did not
turn off to visit them because our time was limited, so the next place to stop at was the village of
Cha’ah. Before getting there we passed Yong Peng where the Presbyterians have work, and where
at that time an elderly Presbyterian lady was living alone. Percy spoke very warmly of her and told
me a funny story of one of his visits to her. Communist guerrillas had broken into the village the
previous night and got away with a large supply of food. Sir Gerald Templar was furious and came
down first thing in the morning in his helicopter from Kuala Lumpur to investigate. He called a
meeting of the whole village and, while Percy and the missionary lady were enjoying a quiet cup of
tea together, their peace was suddenly rudely broken by an official “invitation” (command?) from Sir
Gerald to go immediately to the central hall to act as his interpreter.
She obeyed at once and Percy went with her. She was escorted to the platform where Sir Gerald, his
blue eyes flashing fire, lost no time in beginning. His speech in English did not mince matters, and
perhaps forgot the presence of the lady at his side, for it was filled with very forceful military
expletives, promising in no uncertain terms that if somebody did not come forward with information
which would enable him to catch the culprits, the whole village would be put under strict curfew.
The contrast between him and the quiet lady at his side could not have been greater, and suddenly he
seemed to realise it. He stopped abruptly, turned and looked at her and said, “You’re not telling
them everything I’m saying.” She looked at him and quietly but firmly said, “I’m telling them
everything that’s good for them.” He turned back to his audience, but Percy noticed that his
language was not nearly as colourful after that, and later he apologised to her as he thanked her for
the help she had given.
Cha’ah New Village had been worked by the Presbyterian Church also for some years before it was
cleared for CIM workers. Winnie Rand and Edith Cork were the first two to settle there in August
1951, and they found there were already seven Christians there, a small group of interested people.
Within the first few months another twelve came to the Lord, so the girls found much of their time
needed to be given to teaching new believers. By the time I visited this village, Edith had moved on
to Buloh Kasup, and in August 1952, Marjorie Somerville had joined Winnie. Since December of
1952 Dr and Mrs Pearce had also been living in Cha’ah to do medical work, so there were two
homes for us to call at on that warm March morning in 1953.
Winnie and Marjorie were living in a shop house, and perhaps it was in Cha’ah more than in Scudai
that it really hit me what it meant to be a missionary living in a New Village. I knew that Sir Gerald
Templar, replacement for High Commissioner Sir Henry Gurney, after he had been ambushed and
shot by guerrillas on the road to Fraser’s Hill, was taking a firm hand in his determination to put
down these attacks. I knew than many of the people in the villages were relations of the guerrillas
and had to be stopped from passing food and arms to them, but I had not realised how closely our
missionaries had to identify with the people they wanted to win for Christ.
The “shop house” in which Winnie and Marjorie lived was comfortable enough as missionary homes
go, without anything more than was actually necessary for their needs – a place to eat, a place to
sleep, and the shop part open and welcoming for any visitors who might come in and chat, but there
was just that little extra touch which made it different from the normal village home – a touch of
colour here and there, a bright picture on the wall and, in the reception room, Christian posters
adorning the walls to attract the curious and interest the seeker.
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For all that, it was still a shop house attached to a whole group of others, and with a common
verandah on to the street. The walls between were flimsy and far from soundproof, so that if a baby
in No. 6 woke up and cried in the night, the people in No. 1 at the other end were awakened too.
From my own experience of sleeping in shop houses later, I know that it is possible to hear the
person in the house next door turn over in bed or snore in his sleep. The street noises too were
impossible to shut out, and often a loud speaker suspended at the street corner made the night
hideous with its loud music and singing.
Talking with Winnie and Marjorie over lunch and listening to them discuss with Percy some of the
problems they faced in Church work, gave me a deep admiration for these single girls living alone
under such conditions. They had to identify with their community, so if there was a police search in
the middle of the night, they had to be prepared to get out of bed as their neighbours did, and allow
their house to be searched. If the village was put under curfew, and that could be for as long as 23
hours out of 24, they must be prepared for that too. It wasn’t easy.
After lunch we walked along to where Dr and Mrs Pearce had set up a clinic in another shop-front
house. They were old friends from China days, and Dr. Pearce had been the school doctor at Guling
where our three boys had been at school between 1948 and 1950. We were warmly welcomed and,
after giving them the latest news of our children and catching up with what theirs were doing in
England, they showed us around the simple little clinic. The main doors opened into the reception
room which was about 12 feet wide by 18 feet long and had benches placed around the walls where
people could sit. Bright Christian posters adorned the walls so there was always something to catch
the attention. The only other furniture in the room was a table where Gospels and tracts were spread
out. Leading off the reception room was a small consulting room with a desk, dressing table and
examination couch. There was a small dispensary attached to this room.
Dr and Mrs Pearce worked together as a team as she is a trained nurse. Apart from the work in the
clinic which was also their home, Dr Pearce visited sick people in their homes and in the Old
peoples’ Home run by the Government. He also worked with a Chinese Government midwife when
she needed him. There were Government Hospitals in some of the adjacent cities, and a doctor and a
hospital in a nearby Palm Oil Estate, but among the 5,000 population of Cha’ah itself, there was still
plenty of work to keep the doctor busy.
They were happy when they had only about 20 – 25 patients in the afternoon and perhaps 10 in the
morning. They looked on each patient as one who was brought to them by the Lord for a purpose,
and their constant prayer was that they would be kept from having so many patients that they could
not attempt to meet the spiritual needs as well as the physical needs of each one. They longed that
God would bring them to the people whom He knew would respond to the Gospel message when
they heard it. For this they prayed as they worked. As we looked and listened, once again my heart
was filled with admiration for a couple who had served for many years in China already, whose
children were at the same stage of life as our own four in Australia, and who could have earned far
more and lived far more comfortably had they gone into practice at home. Instead, for the sake of
Him whom they loved and served, they lived simply and frugally in new village conditions in
Malaya.
The afternoon was hot and steamy as we started off again northwards. The jungle seemed to press in
on us. We passed the town of Segamat without stopping and before long a sign post indicating
another New Village attracted my attention.
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“Batu Anam, Percy? Wasn’t that the place where the girl teacher was killed?”
“Yes”, he said, “there’s nobody there now so we won’t stop, but that is the village where Hayden
Mellsop and Harold Wik lived when they first came in 1951. Batu Anam and Scudai were the first
two villages occupied by CIM workers. The original idea was for Hayden and Harold to go into
Cha’ah, but as the result of a phone call from Rex Dawson, who was the resettlement officer then,
they went to Batu Anam where he offered them a vacant house next door to the one occupied by the
Assistant Officer. That proved to be too leaky, so they moved in with their neighbour, which,
thinking about it now, was not a very good idea as it must have linked them immediately in the eyes
of the people with Government officials. Their first language teacher was a girl of 17 recommended
by the Assistant Resettlement Officer. The fact that she was teaching them soom became known to
the communist supporters, and she was asked whether the two men carried arms. She was also urged
to supply rice to them in the jungle, but this she refused to do. A few weeks later her body was
found in the jungle where she had been strangled. There was no doubt why nor by whom she had
been killed, and it was a terrific shock to us all, but especially to Harold and Hayden.”
As the afternoon wore on, we took a branch road across to Port Dickson where Jessie and David
Bentley-Taylor were having a few days relaxation with their seven year old son, Andrew, before
going on to Kuala Lumpur to await the birth of their fourth child. Jessie is Percy’s sister. At Port
Dickson there were a number of rest houses built by the Government for the convenience of
Government officials. They were cool and comfortable, with a cook and his wife in charge, and, if
we could afford to pay, we missionaries were at liberty to use them also. We found the bungalow
right on the beach with the white sand and the warm waters of the Straits of Malacca within yards of
its wide verandah. Jessie and David welcomed us warmly and, after a shower and a meal, we spent
the tropical evening on the verandah catching up on some of the events of the past year.
Jessie and David had been loaned for a year to the Presbyterian Church at Pontian on the south west
coast of Malaya. Their year was now complete and they were taking their annual holiday before the
baby’s birth and their possible move to Indonesia to which they felt the Lord was calling them.
David had not found co-operation with the Pontian Church at all easy. The leaders seemed to be
very worldly minded, rarely using the Bible, and with no evangelical emphasis in their work at all.
The Preacher and Deaconess, the only two Church employed workers had their time completely
taken up truing to run a Church and kindergarten and an English School where the teacher was not
even a Christian and did not measure up to the required standard of education. David commented on
the situation: “While we are aiming to build up Mr Tan and the Youth Leader as well as the young
people against the day of our departure, the Elders and Church workers are putting all their strength
into this other method of proving to an incredulous world that the Church is a social asset!”
In spite of these difficulties, David and Jessie had been encouraged by the response of some to the
Word of God as they gave it to them, and there were many with hungry hearts who found in the Lord
Jesus the satisfaction they had been longing for. Because of the many Tamil workers living in the
area, David haad invited Mr. GD James, himself a converted Tamil working with the Bras Basah
Brethren Assembly in Singapore, to come to Pontian and speak at the English service. He was very
well received and Mr Harold White, manager of the Kukup Rubber Estate, whose German Jewish
Roman Catholic wife had become a regular attendant at these meetings, invited Mr James to return to
Kukup and preach to the many Indian workers on the Estate. This he promised to do and David felt
glad to know there would still be an evangelical witness in the area.
Percy had booked us in for two nights, not at the “Magnolia Bay” rest house where the BentleyTaylors were, but at “Clovelly” further along the beach. We were tired after a long day on the road
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and before too late we said goodnight to the Bentley-Taylors and walked along the beach to where
we had already taken our luggage and were soon asleep.
Next morning, after a leisurely breakfast, we walked back to “Magnolia Bay” and spent the day
again with David and Jessie. It was a lovely peaceful interlude before reaching Kuala Lumpur and
busy days ahead.
After breakfast the following morning, we made an early start and had only one stop before reaching
the capital. That was at Sungei Shua, a village attached to Kajang Town where Norah and Stanley
Rowe and Cecil Gracey were living and working. The Rowes were old friends. Percy and Stanley
had been room mates at the Language School in China, and later when Raymond was a baby and we
were refugees in Hankow during a communist invasion of South Shaanxi, Percy was best man at
Stanley and Norah’s wedding.
Sungei Chua was a village which had originally been worked by the Methodists about thirty years
before. But two or three years prior to this, mainly due to intimidation, all activities had ceased. The
Church leaders had little spiritual life, but were willing to start services again if Stanley would do the
preaching. So he and Norah had settled in to a house that belonged to the Church and commenced
work in the village as well as holding meeting in Kajang itself and teaching English to school
children. This resulted in many children accepting the Lord as Saviour and beginning to attend the
Sunday School as well as the regular Bible Class. Stanley had a real gift of evangelism which God
was using in the villages of Malaya.
Kuala Lumpur at last! We drove along Circular Road until we reached Princes Road where we
turned into the gateway of the corner house, No. 120. I gasped as I caught my first glimpse of the
mansion which was to be my home. Actually I could not see the house itself very well, except that it
was a two-storey building set back from the road, but it was the grounds and garden which first
caught my eye. They were beautifully kept with rows of brightly flowering cannas making a show of
colour, and hibiscus plants trimmed to look like standard roses, so that I had to look twice to make
out what they were. When I did turn my attention to the house, it was the huge tree covered in
yellow and orange blossoms which grew beside it that attracted me. As I remember it now, it was
higher than the house, shading part of it, and in the bright sunshine of a Malayan day, it literally
glowed. I couldn’t take my eyes off it and my first thought was that I would never dare send home a
picture of this place, or people would wonder whatever had happened to our simple CIM lifestyle!
I didn’t have time to think about this for very long, for as soon as we got nearer to the house, people
came running from all directions to welcome us, and I was quickly taken inside to see the house, our
room downstairs, and the other rooms upstairs, as well as the kitchen and dining room which were to
be my special domain. I was introduced to some of the people who up to that time had only been
names to me. Some of course were old friends from China days.
Funnily enough, I was never asked either by my husband, nor by Headquarters staff whether I was
willing or not to take over the housekeeping! It was just taken for granted that, because I was
Percy’s wife, I would do it, and while it crossed my mind sometimes that “at least they might have
asked me”, I could see so clearly that everybody, including the two interim housekeepers, had been
counting the days till I arrived, so I meekly gave myself a few days to unpack and get the feel of
things, and then took over.
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CHAPTER 5 LIFE IN KUALA LUMPUR
So I began my life in Kuala Lumpur, the capital of a large, prosperous country which still showed all
the signs of being under British control, and whose prosperity largely came from the great British
rubber plantations to the south, or the tin mines in the north.
Having been installed as housekeeper, my first business was to acquaint myself with the house and
the bed rooms as I could expect plenty of guests. But more importantly, with the kitchen and dining
room and with the three servants who were to help me. I found all three very pleasant, but all were
Hakka speaking with very little English. Apart from their own dialect, they also spoke a brand of
pidgin Malay which was very common among the Chinese who lived in Malaya.
The three women were a cook, a “wash amah” who was responsible for the washing and ironing
every day, and a house girl whose job was to do the sweeping and dusting and to prepare all the
bedrooms as guests came and went. None of them were Christians, so I organised a short Bible
study time with them each morning before the day became too busy. We used a set of Gospel
Recordings in Hakka and together with Hakka New Testaments I was able, with the little English
they understood, which was mostly kitchen phrases and the smattering of Mandarin the cook could
speak, to have some kind of Bible study.
Because many of the New Village Chinese living near Kuala Lumpur were also Hakka speaking,
many of our workers had already identified Hakka as a dialect they needed to learn. Fortunately
Percy had managed to find a place outside Malaya where he could get a small supply of Hakka New
Testaments and language study books. He also found that Gospel Recordings had been active in
making records in Hakka. Once I started learning Hakka with the aid of a teacher, I gradually found
myself able to communicate more freely with my three servants.
The big central market was an amazing place, crowded and bustling and noisy. It was filled with
such an array of every kind of fruit and vegetable and meat and fish, from such a multitude of
different countries that I could only look in amazement and wonder what to buy and how to
understand this confusing new currency. Fish, large and small was in plentiful supply, as was fresh
and frozen meat from places as far away as New Zealand. Later, as I got used to it, I enjoyed my
weekly shopping and became fascinated with all the different sections.
I gradually became familiar with the rest of the city as Percy found time to drive me around. The big
central railway station became a common sight to us as we met and farewelled visitors from
Singapore in the south or from Penang and Thailand and Laos in the north. The British influence
was most obvious in the heart of the city where the big central “padang” or city square was
surrounded by British Government buildings. On one side was the imposing Federal buildings
housing the central Government offices. On the opposite side was the formidable Kuala Lumpur
Club to which only the elite were invited, or allowed to join.. On the third side was the beautiful
little Anglican St. Mary’s Church. This church was largely attended by English expats, but we were
pleased to find that the Vicar was Chinese. He had been educated and trained for the ministry in
England. His wife was English and we became friendly with the whole family. We found them not
only delightful people but also evangelical Christians. Rev. Chiu Ban Yit later became Bishop of
Singapore.
On the hill beyond the city centre was the home of Sir Gerald and Lady Templar, the High
Commissioner who had been sent to take the place of Sir Henry Gurney after his death at the hands
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of guerrillas. Very near their home were the beautiful Lake Gardens, well kept and attractive, a
delightful place in which to relax. Scattered around on the outskirts of the business centre were the
homes of expat business or government people. Many of these had their own social life which was
largely centred in the Club which allowed little place for the local people. Of course this was not
true of all expats.
The big Wesley Methodist Episcopal Church was up on the hill and had been founded by American
Methodists. Attached to it were the extensive English language Boys’ and Girls’ Schools. The
Pastor of the church and the teachers in both schools were all Americans or American trained
Chinese. The schools were popular because at that time there was no University in Malaya and most
students had to go to England or elsewhere for their tertiary education. The same was true of the
other English Girls’ School at Bukit Bintang. It also had a good name and was staffed by teachers
from England. This school was part of the work of the Brethren missionaries who were centred at
the Venning Road Chapel and did a great work in and around Kuala Lumpur. This was probably the
most evangelical of the Kuala Lumpur churches at that time and Percy had found good fellowship
there in his first months in the city.
After I arrived, the Methodists asked me if I would teach one of the girls’ classes in their Sunday
School. It seemed like an answer to my prayers for work I could do locally, even if I were fully
occupied most of the week with work at the Mission Home. I started with a class of girls who were
in the first form of the secondary school, and were also expected to attend Church on Sundays. As
the years went by, I was also promoted with my class each year, and so I got to know them well and
with some at least, became friends for life. Most of them were Chinese, but some of them were
Indian. I found them all very open to the Truth and I was glad for the opportunity to teach them.
Percy in the meantime preached in most of the Kuala Lumpur Churches, but as churches sprang up in
the New Villages, he became more involved with them.
In spite of the many evidences of British occupation in Malaya, we could never forget that it was a
Muslim country. Daily we would hear the Call to Prayer ringing out over the city and would watch
as people spread their prayer mats on the street or wherever they might be, and would prostrate
themselves towards Mecca and pray. We were warned never to try to proselytise the Malay people.
We could preach to Chinese and Indians or people of any other nationality, but never to Malays, with
the threat of deportation if we did. On Fridays the Muslim people all made their way to the National
Mosque, and it was on Fridays that I often saw beggars making their way from shop to shop on the
main streets to be given one or two copper coins by the shop proprietor, who, hoping to store up a
little extra merit in the next world, kept a small heap of copper coins for this very purpose.
The business centre of the city intrigued me. One central street seemed very British, with prosperous
looking shops stocked largely with Western goods, and patronised mainly by westerners and
Government wives of various nationalities. Chinese businesses were very evident and were usually
busy and successful looking. On some streets the “Singh” name on the outside proclaimed the
proprietor as of Indian extraction. There was a Malay section too which I began to enjoy visiting
because it was full of things that were typically Malay such as sarongs, batiks and the special haji
hats for those who had done the “haj”, the pilgrimage to Mecca.
Kuala Lumpur seemed a bright and prosperous city, but everywhere we were reminded that there
was a war on. Gurka soldiers, Malay soldiers and British men in military uniform were all there in
jeeps or trucks, part of the convoys going up into Pahang or north to Penang or south to Singapore.
The daily papers kept us informed of the latest “incident” in the war against the guerrillas.
Sometimes we noticed the High Commissioner’s helicopter leaving Kuala Lumpur to go to a village
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where there had been a break in. There was no discharge in this war it seemed, and I began to realise
that Kuala Lumpur was really the base camp for the army engaged in it while the guerrillas must
have had their base camp somewhere in the jungle, but it was hard to know where. It occurred to me
that perhaps Kuala Lumpur might also have to be base camp for us who, as soldiers of our King,
were becoming involved in fighting for the souls of the people in the New Villages, many of whom
had never heard of Jesus Christ. Kuala Lumpur too would probably have to be the R & R centre for
our tired and battle-worn soldiers stationed in the villages.
We were living in Malaya under wartime conditions, and we would have to adapt our whole way of
life to those conditions. Mr. Geare, who had met Percy in Shanghai and asked if Jessie Moore was
his sister, had warned us on one occasion that we were British subjects, and if, in our work in the
villages we found out anything that the Government should know, we must report it at once. This
caused us some concern, as missionaries living in the villages were often told things in confidence
which would immediately cause them to distrust us if we were passing them on to the Government.
We discussed it at Conference and felt we would lose all we were slowly gaining if the village
people felt we were working for the Government. In every village there were letter boxes where
people could post anonymously to the Government any information they wanted to give them. The
boxes were cleared daily so people didn’t need to tell us anything, and we decided we would all pray
that things would no longer be reported to us, and that God would close our eyes and ears to anything
we didn’t need to know. Mr. Geare had warned us that the penalty for holding back information was
deportation, and on one occasion Sir Gerald had actually sent a whole village back to China for this
very offence.

Kuala Lumpur Railway Station
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CHAPTER 6 GUERILLA WARFARE
A Chinese proverb states that “on the beginning all things are difficult”. Although Sir Gerald
Templar was an experienced military man, well versed in all the ways of modem warfare, it was not
easy task he found had been assigned to him in Malaya. This was guerrilla warfare where one never
met the enemy face to face, nor could his base of operations be pin pointed and dealt with, for he
was here today and gone tomorrow. In spite of his strong arm tactics and determination to win the
war, at the beginning, he didn’t seem to be making much headway.
Every day our newspapers told us of further “incidents”. We had been in Malaya barely a year when
it was announced that the Road Transport Operators Association had lost nearly 500 vehicles so far
during the Emergency, most of them having been burned by terrorists. Police and army vehicles
were often ambushed either on the main roads or in the jungle. The people driving them were killed,
their money and ammunition and any food supplies were taken and the vehicles burned.

In Yong Peng where Percy had listened to an elderly Presbyterian missionary interpreting for Sir
Gerald, and where the 23 hour curfew he had enforced seemed to have been effective, the people
seemed cooperative and were becoming known as “a model community”, and the village as “white”.
So it was a shock when some thirty terrorists attacked the village one morning. They waited till six
of the Home Guards had set off to patrol the perimeter fence, leaving only the other two guards at the
Home Guard Post. Then they hacked their way through the fence, dashed across to the Guard Post,
overpowered the two men there and dashed back into the jungle, taking with them all the arms and
ammunition they could find.

In Scudai village, soon after I had been there with Percy on our way to Kuala Lumpur in 1953, two
special constables were shot dead by eight terrorists. Sir Gerald took action at once, warning that the
Scudai area was one of the worst. Questionnaires were handed out to every home and collected later,
but they gave no information at all. Sir Gerald warned that if information was not given to prevent
further food supplies reaching the guerrillas in the jungle, sterner measures would be taken. We
realised he probably meant a 23 hour curfew our of 24. Every house would be closed and nobody
allowed on the streets except the guards. One hour alone would be allowed for them to do any
legitimate work outside. Life in the villages was difficult enough already. There were guards on the
gates and a guard post in every village which was entirely surrounded by barbed wire so that the
only way in or out was past the guards at the gate. Everybody was searched as they went in or out,
and curfew was 6 pm. Nocturnal house searches by Government soldiers occurred unexpectedly and
unannounced, and missionaries were not exempt either. If they lived in the village, they had to be
prepared to let soldiers search their cupboards and examine their food supplies lest they too might be
hoarding some of the supplies which were going out to the jungle.

A woman carrying two buckets of night soil was searched by the guards as she went through the gate
and apparently had nothing she should not have had, but something made the guards suspicious, so
they made her empty the buckets. The result was that they found both buckets had fake bottoms in
which in which were hidden two tins of oatmeal, three of condensed milk and a two pound bag of
sugar. The woman said she had been threatened by terrorists and ordered to get supplies for them. It
was they who had taught her how to smuggle them out. It was so easy for the terrorists to approach
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them early in the morning when they were rubber tapping as most of them were.
In Perak five guerrillas stopped a lorry carrying 30 labourers to a tin mine. They picked out two of
them, one a man and the other a woman, both Chinese, and stabbed them to death in front of the
others. Then they burned the lorry, took two of the labourers back with them into the jungle and let
the others go free.
The Government had tightened up the conditions for convoys going to the Cameron Highlands or
Frasers Hill since Sir Henry Gurney, the previous Head Commissioner had been ambushed and
killed on the Frasers Hill Road. All convoys were protected both in the front and rear by the military
or the police. In spite of that, a band of 30 terrorists held up the convoy in Segri Sembilan, probably
because some of the lorries in the convoy were loaded with food and drink. A few weeks later
another ambush was being planned to attack a convoy taking the deputy High Commissioner and
the Mentri Besar Selangor to Fraser Hill. On this occasion security forces learned about the plan and
were able to disperse the guerrillas before they could carry it out.

In Sumpang Rengam several hundred labourers on a pineapple estate were held up on their way to
work. Twenty seven lorries were burned and the damage was estimated as $90,000.

In another ambush in Negri Sembilan, Lieutenant Colonel Alan Forester Walker of the 17th Gurka
Rifles was killed as he returned in his jeep to Seremban. An empty terrorist camp for 30 men was
found 100 metres from the road and had apparently been occupied for 3 nights prior to the attack.

At the anniversary of the formation of the Malayan Liberation Army, the guerrillas blew up the pilot
train of the Singapore to Kuala Lumpur night train. A mine blew a hole four feet deep in the
permanent way. Sir Gerald did not hesitate. He went immediately to the village of Layang Layang
in Johore which had a bad reputation as a supply centre for some time. He called the village
councillors together and ordered the immediate closing of 21 provision stores in the village. In
future, villagers would be allowed to buy food at two stores only. When the councillors protested
that business would be brought to a standstill, his only comment was “You should have thought of
that before. You know as well as I do how much help the terrorists have received from Layang
Layang in the past. Food control is the strongest weapon we have. If it is properly used, the
terrorists will be starved out of the jungle and the Emergency will be over.” Sir Gerald had very
quickly learned that it was not the usual type of warfare that was going to win the victory.

In another Johore village, Rengam, the young British security guard for the oil palm estate was
ambushed and shot dead by 10 bandits while on his routine check. They took his gun and
ammunition. Not far away on another estate, a young British plantation manager was killed and two
constables injured when they drove over a land mine which had been planted by terrorists. And so
it went on. These men were used to living “rough” but what they needed most was food and
ammunition, and they would stop at nothing in order to get either
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CHAPTER 7 THE END OF THE EMERGENCY
Life in the villages was becoming increasingly difficult as Sir Gerald became more and more
determined to bring the Emergency to an end. The only way in or out of any village was past the
guards at the gates. Searching on the slightest suspicion that anybody might be carrying food
became more frequent as people, after threats from the jungle, devised more ingenious ways of
smuggling food out. Curfew was at 6pm and everybody must be inside their own homes after that
with the doors shut so that the only life to be seen on the streets were the guards pacing up and
down. Nocturnal house searches by Government soldiers occurred unexpectedly and unannounced,
and missionaries living in a village were not exempt either. Like everybody else they had to be
prepared to let soldiers search cupboards and examine food supplies lest they too might be hoarding
some of the food supplies which were going to feed the terrorists in the jungle.
A strict watch was kept in most villages, of the food people actually ate. It was often said, “You
can buy anything in Malaya”, and so you could if you lived in Kuala Lumpur, but it was not so
easy in the villages. Things that might be plentiful elsewhere were not so readily available inside
the barbed wire fence. Everybody was registered and had to report the number of people living and
eating in their home. Then they had to go twice a day to the community kitchen, set up in the centre
of the village, to collect their quota of rice for their next meal. It was already cooked so that in the
hot climate it could not be kept long. It also meant keeping no tinned food in the house, so when
they needed something in the village shop, the tin was always pierced and opened before being
handed over, to prevent it being kept to give away. In spite of all these precautions, terrorists often
cut the barbed wire and sneaked in to the home of a relative to have a good meal before sneaking
back through the wire.

Sir Gerald demanded that if anybody knew of these things or of anybody who was responsible for
the not infrequent break-ins of a group of terrorists to get stores and ammunition, they must inform
him, or the whole village would be put under curfew for 23 out of 24 hours. That meant only one
hour in which to do any legitimate business outside the village, and then they must be back inside
again. It took time, but gradually the tide began to turn. Probably the one event which made the
change, was the decision to grant a free pardon and the promise of work to any terrorist who would
give himself up. Some of them accepted the offer. They were used to living in the jungle, and it
was no hardship for them as they knew it like the back of their hands, but their efforts to find food
and ammunition were becoming more and more difficult, and without either of these, they could
not continue long in the jungle.

So some came out and gave themselves up, and Sir Gerald not only kept his promise of a free
pardon and work to support them and their families, but he had them write a testimony to say how
well they had been treated. These he had printed with the pictures of the men on coloured leaflets.
A message was added to those still in the jungle saying how much better it was outside, and urging
them to come out and give themselves up also. These were scattered all over the jungle. Thousands
of such leaflets were printed and the Government used Lincoln bombers to scatter them. In one
such spot, 18 million leaflets were scattered by 12 bombers in one day, and, as many more men
began to give themselves up, the Government began to find out where some of the jungle hideouts
were, and began to relentlessly bomb such places day and night.
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At the end of 1953 the questioning of surrendered terrorists and the piecing together of small pieces
of information they had collected, made the Government believe that the hard core of the Selangor
committee of the terrorist organisation was centred in an area not far from Kuala Lumpur itself. It
appeared that 40 terrorists were living in the small area of jungle at Ulu Langat only 15 miles from
Kuala Lumpur. Food restrictions on the whole Ulu Langat and Ulu Klang area, and the dropping of
leaflets urging them to surrender having had little result, the day and night bombing began and
continued long enough to keep the guerrillas on the run. To those of us living in Kuala Lumpur it
sounded very close as the hills around took up the echo, and we found it hard to sleep through the
mortar barrage which continued all through the night for a week or more. Up in Pahang,
missionaries living in the villages were going through the same experience as jungle hideouts were
located and ceaselessly bombed.
From then on things began to change for the better. Sir Gerald began to train the Chinese in their
own defence by putting them on as home guards to take on the defence of their own villages. The
emphasis on surrender and rehabilitation of those who had surrendered began to have its effect. The
Chinese Communist Party began to realise that its policy of armed struggle could not achieve
victory. In the Communist Central Party there were divided opinions. One man who thought for
himself, challenged the dictated policy of the Central Party Committee by finally stating his beliefs
in the equality of distribution and the end of terrorism. He and his wife and another man who
agreed with him were all executed for heresy.
Before another year was out, the Central Committee itself began to call for the end of
indiscriminate terrorism and to reverse the process that had taken them from political strife and
industrial strife to open revolution. They began to talk of withdrawing into the deepest jungle where
harassing army patrols could not find them and it would be possible to regroup and retrain and
rethink their policy. In the deepest part of the jungle they began to make friends with some of the
primitive aboriginal tribes who lived there. These were too shy and ignorant to know what was
going on and that the terrorists were using them as a screen against the army. Many of these humble
people lost their lives as it became known that they were sheltering the terrorists. Indiscriminate
bombing began again. Sir Gerald was not happy about attacking these people and he eventually
constructed jungle forts in remote areas, provided salt and medicines and eventually education. In
this way the aboriginal tribes came into contact with the Government and learned to trust them.
As time went on, more and more villages all over Malaya became known as “white villages” and
the curfew became later or was discontinued altogether until 1957 when Malaya was given its
independence by the British Government, Sir Gerald and Lady Templar returned to the UK and it
was felt that the “Emergency” was over. The hard core of communist terrorists who still remained,
moved to the jungle on the border of Malaya and Thailand and made that their centre. There were
still “incidents”, but not so frequent, and there was much more cooperation between the village
people and the Government.
In 1955 the nation’s first free election had been held and a promise was made then of complete
independence from British rule within two years. This dealt a heavy blow to communist propaganda
against the “imperialists” and added impetus to the numbers who took seriously the promise of free
pardon offered on the leaflets dropped on the jungle.
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By the time Merdeka (Independence) actually came on 31 August 1957, it was a day of rejoicing
and celebration. Those of us who lived in Kuala Lumpur were warned by many that there would be
street riots and it would be very dangerous for any of us to venture on to the streets at all. But there
was nothing like that. People of all races, ourselves included, mixed freely and there was a sense of
celebration and excitement as the British flag was lowered and the Malayan one raised. There
seemed to be a genuine feeling of sadness that Sir Gerald and Lady Templar were leaving, and a
deep sense of gratitude for what he had done to bring the Emergency to an end.
With that, the people of Malaya looked forward with anticipation to their future as a free nation
with the power to work out their own destiny.
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CHAPTER 8 MALAY’S INDIGENOUS PEOPLE
The information services of Malaya in the 1950’s listed the number of Malayan aborigines as
50,000 in all. They divide into two main groups, the Negrito tribes in the north and east, and the
Senoi in the south and west, with a mixed group in the far south of Johore. These were a mixture of
Senoi and proto-Malay. The Negrito in the north, and whom we contacted mainly on trips to the
Cameron Highlands, were nomadic and spent a lot of their time searching for food. They lived
mainly on what they could hunt or collect in the jungle. Their use of blowpipes for shooting
poisoned darts when hunting, became a tourist attraction.

The nomadic lives they lived made it very difficult t do any work among them. There was also the
problem that the Malayan Government regarded all the indigenous people in Malaya as Malays to
whom the restrictions on preaching the Gospel also applied. The authorities were opposed to any
missionary work being done amongst them. And of course, our main work was to the Chinese
people in the new villages, but when Bertha Silversides and Ina Tebbs moved into Kuala Kubu in
1952 they found that a group of Senoi aborigines had been moved into the outskirts of the village.
There were about 50 homes and the Government District Officer not only encouraged Ina to do
some medical work in the village itself, but also among the aborigines. This quickly broke down
opposition, although at first it was difficult because of the lack of an interpreter. It was not long
before a Malay man who was interested in their work offered to interpret, and that made it much
easier. In trying to reach them with the Gospel it was found that there was practically no literature
for them which, the missionaries felt, intensified the challenge to their faith and prayers.

In October 1953 Leah Evans, who had been waiting in Singapore for an entry visa into Indonesia,
moved up to Kluang to help Dorothy North with her work there. While there, she studied Malay to
prepare for Indonesia and became interested in a group of Sakai aboriginal people living in Bekoh.
She wrote to Percy asking if she could do some work among them.. Percy replied, encouraging her,
adding, “If you are asked to stop by Government or other officials, don’t make a fuss about it, just
stop. We will be praying for you. Find an opportunity to give them the Gospel.”

Another letter to Percy gave the details of her visit to Behok: “To start at the end, it was a very rich
experience for me, seeing it was the first time I had really preached in Malay to unbelievers. I
certainly felt my own weakness as we walked our of the gate of Behok to the Sakai encampment.
We found on our arrival that the Headman was the only man at home as the rest had gone hunting.
He understood Malay well and willingly accepted our offer to play Gospel records for him. We
were led into a raised bamboo house and invited to sit on the floor with the Headman himself. Quite
a group of women and children gathered round both inside and outside the house, but as none of
them sat down, we presumed the floor was the more exalted position. When we were nearing the
end of the record, another man returned but only paused at the door to say something to the
Headman. I gathered there had been some sort of remonstrance, because the man with us said, ‘I
told him it didn’t matter. It is only singing.’ When the other man had gone, he explained that he was
one of the Sakai who had been converted to Islam since his arrival in the village. I made enquiries
of our friend to find out his (spiritual) position, but he was most emphatic that he was not going to
be a Moslem.
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As the records finished, he was most eager to see the ‘Two Roads’ poster I had brought and have it
explained. They seemed to understand all I said, and the Headman repeated every phrase and
seemed to get more and more animated as we went along. I was very conscious that this might be
our last opportunity to preach to them before they were moved into the village proper, seeing we
were actually on the Malay’s land. After contrasting the difference between Mohamed and Jesus
who could forgive sins and open the way to heaven, I asked him if he understood. He repeated the
whole thing from the beginning to the end and said he believed in the Lord Jesus. I stressed again
the main points of repentance and faith and forgiveness and we finished with prayer in Malay. He
said he would be very glad if we would return whenever we could. Please thank everyone for their
prayers and pray on that the newer group to which the Headman belongs may be moved very soon
into the village our of Malay control.”
Leah was still with us at the beginning of 1957 and reported at the Field Conference in January
1957 that she had been able to make more visits to the group near Behok. She had discovered that
there was another settlement 27 miles from Kluang and a larger number in the north of Pahang,
some of whom had responded to the Gospel when they were visited by the Gospel Recordings
team. It was recommended that further enquiries should be made regarding the opportunities
among these people. Owing to the reports of restrictions upon evangelism among them, it was
thought that an approach through medical work might be the most stragetic.
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CHAPTER 9 IMMIGRANTS TO MALAYA
There was a large population of Chinese who had emigrated to Malaya. Here in Malaya money
was more plentiful and life was easier for them than it had been in China. Material for garments
was cheap and it was the norm to have plenty of clothes. There were no washing machines, but
there were plenty of “wash amahs” and the family wash was done daily. The Chinese Malays also
had a variety of dialects and celebrated many religious festivals which they had brought with them
from the South China coastal areas where they originated.
On Fridays all Muslims went to the mosque which was situated at one end of Batu and
Mountbatten Roads. Men and women alike dressed in their best sarongs and women covered their
heads with veils. Many of the men wore a white haji cap that showed they had been to Mecca.
They had made the haj, the aim and goal of every good Muslim.

Apart from Malayas and Chinese there were Tamils from India living and working in Malaya too.
Most of them worked in rubber plantations, but in Kuala Lumpur many of the stores were run by
Tamils.

With this variety of nationalities and religions, it seemed that the whole population kept all the
main holidays of each group. We had the Muslim holidays of Raya and Ramadan and
Mohammed’s birthday and, of course the Friday mosque day as mentioned above. Because
Malaya was still under British control we also had Christmas and New Year (January 1st) and
Easter holidays and Sunday, the Christian special day of worship. Then there were the Chinese
who made up almost 50% of the population, so Chinese New Year was another regular annual
holiday.

Right through the year there were notices in the shops proclaiming that there would be a “Grand
Christmas Sale” or a “Grand New Year Sale”. Then there would be a “Great Chinese New Year
Sale” or a “Ramadan Sale” and so on throughout the year. The prices seemed to remain much the
same in spite of the many “sale prices” advertised.

In the villages there were Chinese who had come from many different parts of southern China and
spoke many different Chinese dialects. They also celebrated many festivals which we had known
in the part of China where we had worked, but also a lot of festivals that we had never heard of.
On the ninth day of the ninth month for instance, the Hokkiens had a pilgrimage to a temple in
Anupang Village to pay homage to the 9 emperor gods, and then there was the monkey god’s
birthday celebrated in March each year by Buddhists and Taoists. Some of the villages kept the
feast of the Seven Maidens on the 7th day of the 7th moon followed on the 15th of the 7th moon
by the Feast of the Hungry Spirits.
In Bantong in Pahang we discovered another feast we had not come across previously which was
called the Feast of the Devils. An invitation was sent out to all devils to attend, and this would
satisfy them so that they would give no trouble to the people for the next year. One of the biggest
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festivals was a Hindu one that attracted Indians from all over Malaya. It was held in January and
was kept as a public holiday called Thuapusain. For this festival Hindus made a pilgrimage to the
famous Batu Caves north of Kuala Lumpur.
Return to Table of Contents
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CHAPTER 10 CHILDREN IN THE NEW VILLAGES
Beginning work in a New Village was never easy, and particularly when Percy had to settle two
single lady missionaries alone in a village which was entirely strange to them and, apart from
some preliminary excursions, to him too. He often came away after moving them in to their new
home, with a feeling of guilt that he could not stay and help them through the next few days.
Sir Gerald wanted men to move into the New Villages, but in those early days, it was women who
were coming in numbers to work there and Percy felt that this was the Lord’s strategy as the people
were more suspicious of foreign men who might be military agents. The “Emergency” was still a
very real part of our lives in those early days.

Usually the children gave the missionary the first welcome, though not always the kind that they
would have liked. The adults kept aloof and it would often be months before any adult would
venture in to any of the meetings.

One missionary wrote: “We have enjoyed the usual welcome given by the village children - tins
thrown in the well, dried mud thrust through the windows, outside window fasteners screwed out
and thrown in the grass, stones thrown on the corrugated iron roof, bamboo broken from the fence
and small explosions detonated around.” They bore this all patiently and were soon able to say,
“Five nights a week we have been conducting meetings in our front room and already the children
announce in song that their ‘cups are full and running over’ and ‘every burden of their heart is rolled
away’. Our shop front doors are wide open so the adults who linger in the darkness outside can hear
the simple message from the Gospel Recordings, which we play in their own Hakka language.

When Ursula Kuhler and Irene Neville first moved in to Serdang Village, the undisciplined
behaviour of the children who crowded in on their first night in the village, almost brought the
house down around their ears. In the end, when it seemed quite impossible to control them, the two
ladies managed to get all the children out and lock the doors while they went off to visit friends in
the Red Cross bungalow. Later, when the commotion had died down, they crept back, undressed in
the dark and went to bed without anyone knowing they were back.

Usually the missionaries chose to let the adults accept invitations to meetings when they were ready
to do so, but the children did not need such encouragement. They continued to pour in and it was
not long before the same children that caused the initial problems were singing praises to the living
God. They were even begging to be allowed to stay for the adult service, promising to be good.

Towards the end of 1952, after he had settled in Kuala Lumpur, Percy took three single ladies,
Margaret Hollands and Annette Harris, both teachers, and Ferae Blair, a nurse, to start work in the
village of Sungei Way. This was only eight miles out of Kuala Lumpur on the Klang Road. There
were no Christians in the village and the people were mainly rubber tappers or employed by the tin
mine. The missionaries’ home was one of a row of shops where they had a “shop front” meeting
room and they were to live in the back and upstairs. The shop front meeting room would be used as
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a clinic during the day.

From the start there were plenty of children who flocked in to listen to stories and recordings and to
learn Christian choruses. But after months of friendly invitations and house to house visits and any
other means the ladies could think of, the adults only started coming in to attend the clinic and were
not responsive to the Gospel message. The missionaries sometimes despaired that there would ever
be a Christian church in Sungei Way.
It was the children who first welcomed the missionaries and it was the children who first believed.
So, in most villages the beginnings of the work was conducted among the children and many of
them openedtheir hearts to believe. In Sungei Way the nine year old daughter of the candle maker
said she loved Jesus and was praying every day for her parents to be saved. The parents however,
told her that she could not believe because they were sellers of idolatrous paraphernalia. It was also
parental opposition that stopped an afternoon meeting being held in the school for rubber tappers’
children.
In Santai, Betty was used to lead a 14 year old boy to the Lord. He had come regularly to meetings,
but was often beaten because of it. Now he was determined to accept the Lord and suffer the
consequences. In the end that boy’s conversion was to be the catalyst to many others coming to
know the Lord.
Return to Table of Contents
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CHAPTER 11 RELOCATION OF KUALA LUMPUR HQ
By the end of 1953, Percy was feeling that the house in Princes Road was already too small for us as
more workers began to come out to work in Malaya. After much searching he found a suitable house
at 11 Penang Road which was for rent. The frontage was about the same as Princes Road, but it
extended twice as far back. There were ten bedrooms and six bathrooms with showers and one
proper bath with a heater.
Writing to Singapore, Percy said, “As far as the position is concerned, it is quiet and only about
seven minutes from the nearest bus stop. The landlord is willing to give us a 3 year lease with an
option of 2 more if we want them.” It seemed suitable in every way, but the rent he was asking was
$800 per month, $150 more than the Mission was prepared to pay. After some negotiation, he came
down to $700, but even that was $50 higher than we were prepared to pay.
We were beginning to think this might not be the house God wanted us to have. Then a phone call
from Singapore intimated that, even if the landlord was willing to come down to our price, we
should only sign for 2 years with an option for three. But they were still not willing to pay the extra
$50 per month.
That night, a friend of the Mission came to see Percy. He said that the Lord had been speaking to
him about our need for a house, and he felt that he should give us $50 per month for two years. He
still thought the difference stood at $150 and was completely amazed when Percy told him that the
amount needed was $50 and for two years, not three. We had no doubt now that the Lord intended
us to have this house.
Before we moved I told the three servants what we were going to do and asked them if they would
be willing to continue to work for us in Penang Road. Ah Soong, the house woman, and Ah Sam the
cook decided to leave. Before Ah Sam left, I heard her explaining the Gospel very clearly to Ah
Ying, the new girl that I had engaged as the house woman. I said, “Ah Sam, do you believe then?”
and she said, “Of course I do.” She went on to tell me that she had fallen in to a storm water drain
on her way to work and, when she couldn’t get out, she just prayed “Jesus, help me.” Almost
immediately a big Indian man came to the side of the drain, put out his hand and pulled her out. He
didn’t wait for her thanks and disappeared. Ah Sam was quite convinced that God had sent one of
His angels to help her.
We moved in early February 1954 and for the next six years this became the centre for the work of
the CIM/OMF in South Malaya and the R & R centre for the soldiers of the Cross who were being
deployed to the villages of Malaya.
We had our normal weekly Friday night prayer meeting, but it gradually became a district meeting
that was attended by many of the interested people in the city. There was also, what we called a
“Forces Fellowship” when we loaned the sitting room for the use of Army personnel who needed a
place to meet at least once a week.
Return to Table of Contents
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CHAPTER 12 EXPANSION OF THE WORK
As the years passed and more workers were coming out to Malaya, Percy was able to open up more
villages to the message of the Gospel. It meant visiting suitable villages and searching for a house
where the missionaries could live. It needed to be in an area where they would be hearing, on a daily
basis, the main dialect of that village. This was not always as easy as one might imagine.
With the growth of churches in the villages, our emphasis as missionaries changed from
evangelism to Bible teaching. Most believers, even the leaders, knew little or nothing of the Bible
and its teaching on how a Christian must be separate from the world while still living in the world.

By 1956 we had occupied 21 villages and we were already able to take our missionaries out of the
Cha’ah church and leave it to run independently. The village church at Sungei Chua was handed
over to the care of the close by Methodist Church in Kemansur. We had confidence in the newly
appointed and very keen young Chinese pastor.

In the South Malayan field we had 47 dialect speakers and 6 Mandarin Chinese speakers. Some
could use both dialect and Mandarin, but usually concentrated on one or the other. In Kuala Lumpur
there were 3 students and in Singapore another three while there were fourteen workers on Home
Assignment, making a total of 73 workers.

From the beginning of the work until the end of 1956 there had been 119 baptisms, and in 1957
another nine were baptized. Besides those already baptized, there were also 76 other Christians
meeting in fellowship with us who had not yet been baptized.

While we were still doing some evangelism, mostly in the form of open air meetings, much of our
work was now Bible teaching for Christians. The Chinese Christians were meeting regularly for
Bible study and there were women’s Bible classes or united Bible classes and prayer meetings.
Every church had its Sunday School and included special training for Sunday School teachers.
Because there was so much illiteracy, mostly among women, reading classes were held for them.
Every church had a regular communion service as well as a mid week prayer meeting.
At the end of 1956 there were 16 leaders in village churches who had been appointed out of the
church membership, but we were very conscious that, in spite of this, in 11 churches where
communion services were held, there were only 8 natural leaders.
During this time Percy gave much thought to providing a place of training for young village
Christians. He was not thinking of a theological seminary so much as a Bible College where young
Christians could spend half their time in studying the Word of God and the other half in physical
work such as growing vegetables in order to support themselves. He wrote to Headquarters in
Singapore in August 1953, “Myself and the Field Council have envisaged a Bible School entirely
run by the OMF. Apart from some minor considerations the success of this would largely depend on
who would be the Principal. This person should be someone acceptable to all the various Christian
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groups in the Federation, and it should be a place where any Christian who wished could come and
receive a good two years’ training.
Hopefully some would go on to attend the Singapore Theological College. Two major
considerations for such a scheme are: firstly for HQ to back the project in principle and with finance
and secondly that other missions would accept this effort as a contribution of the OMF to the work
in Malaya.”
Mr. Butler’s response while not discouraging the idea, raised various practical difficulties such as
how students would support themselves. He questioned whether churches in the villages still being
so small could do much to help them and also reiterated the problem of the right Principal.

By the end of 1956 a beginning was made by holding evening classes twice a week in Kuala
Lumpur. Six students attended, all from the villages. After two years a Christian Training Centre was
opened in Rawang. Young men and women were able to come and live in a Christian community for
two years. They lived simply together, and were able to prepare themselves to go back to their
villages to give more effective leadership.
They spent four hours a day in studying the Bible and four hours a day working. This work
consisted of raising pigs and chickens and growing vegetables and fruit to support themselves.
They also learned how to make jams, jellies, pickles and fruit juices for sale. It was always a
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struggle for the community to end the month with a credit balance, but that only provided them
with more lessons in living by faith and trusting God to supply all their needs.
As for the problem of finding the right Principal, David Day, who had served one term in the South
Malayan field, came back after his first Home Assignment and was asked to consider the position.
He accepted and proved to be an excellent first Principal.
It was at the 6th Field Conference that the suggestion was first made to HQ in Singapore that all our
new workers should spend four or five months at the Language School in Singapore studying Malay
before starting work in Malaya. We had been making use of the language school for government
officers, which was situated in a big temple near us in Kuala Lumpur. The plan was for all our
workers to be examined by teachers from this school, but it proved to be an expensive exercise. So
Percy and two other representatives from the South Malayan Field joined forces with Don Temple
and two other representatives from the North Malayan Field and broached the suggestion to
Headquarters.
This was agreed to and all new workers spent the first few months of their missionary life in
Singapore at the Language School and then came to Malaya where they spent another four or five
months studying a local dialect.
Return to Table of Contents
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CHAPTER 13 MERDEKA 1957
By 1957 Sir Gerald Templar felt that the work for which he had been sent to Malaya was complete
and that he and Lady Templar could return to the United Kingdom. Curfew had been lifted, villages
were declared to be “white” and the few terrorists who refused to come out of the jungle and receive
a free pardon, had now moved on to other hiding places near the border of Thailand.
Recapping the recent history of Malaya, in August 1955, the Tunku and the Rulers had talks with
the visiting British Secretary of State for the Colonies. It was agreed that a conference should be
held in London in early 1956 to discuss future relations between the Federation and Britain. The
London Conference was attended by representative of the sultans, the Chief of the Federation, and
three other Alliance leaders. Talks lasted three weeks and it was agreed that Independence should
be proclaimed by August 31,1957. Subsequently, a Constitutional Commission was appointed. The
Reid Commission held its meetings in Malaya between May and October, 1956, and completed a
long and detailed Report which provided the basis for Malaya's new government. At a ceremony
held in Kuala Lumpur on August 31, 1957, Malaya’s Independence was proclaimed. Tunku Abdul
Rahman became the first Prime Minister of Malaya, and held the post until 1970.

“Merdeka” means “independence” or “freedom”, and to those of us who were innocent bystanders
in this declaration of independence, it was a time of uncertainty. Some warned us that there would
be chaos in Kuala Lumpur, and we should not venture out on to the streets. Many felt that we would
be wise to get right away from Kuala Lumpur into the country where we would be safe.

Actually it turned out to be a day of celebration tinged with sadness that the Templars would be
returning to the United Kingdom. Percy and Ken Price were invited to attend the final farewell to
Sir Gerald and to celebrate the lowering of the Union Jack and the raising of the Malayan flag.
Merdeka, freedom, had come at last. It was the end of an era.
There were now groups of believers in many villages and our preaching and teaching had changed
form purely evangelistic to a teaching ministry. In some villages elders and deacons were appointed
and gradually began to take over the leadership of the church. The missionaries had tried to give
them a vision of a self-governing, self-propagating and self-supporting church and they were
beginning to see this happening. Many of them looked forward to having their own church building
and in many villages money was put aside for that purpose. When Winnie and Maijorie went to
Cha’ah to live, there was already a group of believers in the village, and the two ladies together with
Dr. Pearce and Percy, when he was there, helped them to catch the vision to set up their own church
building. When they did, it was an unpretentious atap building with open sides, built by voluntary
labour.
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Percy had allocated one of the missionaries who was about to return home for his year of
Home Assignment in 1957, to help them become self-supporting and autonomous. However, on the
very morning that the missionary, David Day, left for the United Kingdom, the deacons phoned
Percy to tell him that the leading deacon had been committing adultery with a young girl in the
village. The girl was now 5 months pregnant. Percy went down and found the man was deeply
repentant and had confessed to the girl’s parents and was prepared to pay for the loss of the girl’s
wages until after the baby was born.
He was willing to accept whatever discipline the church might decide upon. His position as deacon
was taken from him and when Percy returned to Kuala Lumpur he brought the girl with him and we
looked after her until after the baby was born.
With the emerging leadership in village churches we began to see Satan’s strategy in attacking the
leadership. If he could bring leaders down, how cold others stand true? Another leader in another
church went through a time of deep spiritual darkness at about the same time. It started with his
attendance at one of our youth camps where there was much blessing and he was very moved by the
Spirit of God to rededicate his life to God. As he prayed and sought the fullness of the blessing of
the Holy Spirit, God spoke to him about his life and he confessed to God that he had been the cause
of lack of blessing in the church. He confessed to having been wrong in his attitude to his younger
brother who was also a Christian and a church member. The Lord also brought to his memory the
fact that years before, when a boy in his father’s home, he had stolen money from his father. He
promised the Lord that he would go to his father and confess and make restitution.
As soon as the camp was over, he returned home determined to go to the village where his parents
lived and put things right at once. But the devil had other ideas. One thing after another happened
to keep him from doing what he promised and even his body was attacked by some mysterious
illness which eventually put him into hospital. It was over 10 days before he was able to speak to
his father and even then somebody had to go and ask him to come to the hospital as his son was
still too weak to go to him. All was put right between them and he felt relieved and happy, but
Satan, the “accuser of the brethren” began to tell him he was no good and would never be able to
be used by the Lord again. It was a long hard battle, but at last through prayer and the Word of
God, the victory was won and he became a force for the Lord in his village and church.

In 1957 the Sungei Way church put in an application to the government for a block of land on
which to build a church. They were granted a block in a very suitable location, but when they went
to inspect the land, they found that a deep gully stretched right across it, making it impossible to
build on it until the gully was filled in and the plot levelled. They estimated that a lorry load of soil
would cost about $10 and they would need $500 worth of soil to fill the gully. They had no money
and this seemed impossible. So they prayed.

They decided to ask all the women in the church to dump their daily refuse in the gully and, when
this seemed to be very slow in filling it, they invited all the women in the village to do the same.
But it was still not enough - so they prayed some more.
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Then God worked a miracle. A new road was being built from Kuala Lumpur to Klang, and it was
going right past the proposed church site. Day after day, great loads of earth were being moved by
bulldozer or lorries as they prepared the foundations for the new road. The road builders did not
have anywhere to dump the excess soil. After a friendly talk and some refreshments supplied by the
church, the workmen agreed to dump their unwanted soil into the church’s gully. Gradually the
gully filled up and was levelled, until they had the perfect base to build a church.

By October 1958 the church members had worked hard to complete the building and Percy was
asked to lead a service of praise and thanksgiving at the opening of the new Sungei Way Church.

So 1957, Merdeka year - the year of independence and freedom - proved to be a new era for the
work of the Mission also. Many villages now had a church building erected by their own members
and their churches had become self-governing, self-supporting and self-propagating.

At our 1957 Field Conference we looked back to 1952 when Percy first became Superintendent of
the South Malayan Field when there were only 5 centres open in South Malay, one of which was
Kuala Lumpur. Now there were 22 centres in which missionaries were living and working. Nine of
these were mainly Hakka speaking, five were Hokkien and five were Cantonese speaking. We had
73 workers with 14 in their home countries on Home Assignment.
As we looked back over those five years, we could only marvel at what God had done. The
breakthrough came with the meetings held by five young Chinese students from Singapore. There
was no doubt that hearing the Gospel from their own people in their own language dispelled their
perception that Christianity was a western religion. If we were to generalize, we could say that 1953
was the year of conversions, 1954 the year of consolidation of their faith, 1954 and 1955 the years
of baptisms and the formation of church fellowships, while 1956 was a year of advance, and further
growth in the faith.
Percy had for a long time wanted to provide a Bible Correspondence Course similar to one he had
used in China and knew what a blessing it could be. While on holiday in Sarawak, North Borneo, he
had looked into one which was being used there and found that it was in turn based on one which
was used in India. When he looked at the Indian course, he found that it was aimed at non-Christians
and he was more interested in a course that was aimed at young believers or enquirers about
Christianity.
So after much discussion and editing of the questions, he was able in 1956 to commence a Light of
Life Bible Correspondence Course which meant that students could delve into their Bibles and learn
more of God’s answer for their lives.
Return to Table of Contents
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CHAPTER 14 TAMIL WORK
Our work in the New Villages was mainly directed at the Chinese, but there were other minority
groups in Malaya, though they were not living under the same restrictions as the Chinese. All were
equally in need of the Gospel, but we were handicapped somewhat by not being conversant with
their languages, nor did we have any suitable literature.
Among these minority groups were the Tamils from India. They were often employed as rubber
tappers in some of the big plantations. They came from South East India and kept largely to
themselves. While they were despised by other groups, they in turn tended to look down on other
races.

Their religion was Hindu and a highlight in their religious year was a festival called Thaipesam
which was centred on the Batu Caves 8 miles out of Kuala Lumpur. This festival always attracted
large crowds and in January 1954 we decided to go out and see for ourselves what was attracting
them. So congested was the main road to the caves that we had to park the car and walk with the
mainly Indian crowd the rest of the way. We made our way over the bridge which crossed the river,
and as we were crossing we glanced down to see an old woman, fully clothed, dipping herself again
and again in the muddy water of the river, devoutly making certain that every part of her was
washed. One could almost feel her heart crying out to be cleansed and I wanted to tell her about the
One whose blood could cleanse her from all sin.

We came to a large open space where there was a kind of market selling all sorts of food and other
items of interest to the Hindus and tourists who made up the thronging mass. We could hear a Babel
of languages including English and Chinese as well as the Indian Tamil speakers.

Beyond the market area we were drawn with the crowd to 350 steps which led up to the main cave.
Although the steps were wide, they were crowded with people and equally divided between people
going up and those coming down. When we reached the top we followed the crowd until we came
to a shrine cut into a wall of the cave. The main feature of the shrine was an image of the god
Subramanium and it was fenced off to keep the crowds back. There was a gift sword and incense
burning in front of the god.

The worshippers bowed low before the idol and many brought halves of coconuts with several
bananas on top and handed them to attendants behind the railing. The attendants carried the offerings
to the god and sprinkled them with ash from a fire that was burning before the god. Also from the
fire they lit a wick which was protruding from the shell and then gave it back to the worshipper who
paid over some money. Others ran up the 350 steps carrying a huge basketware frame - a havada on their shoulders. The havada was brightly decorated and was also offered to the god. In another
enclosure we saw a young goat and in another pen were dozens of fowls, all, we presumed were for
sacrifice later on.

On the opposite side of the cave was another shrine which contained a large iron spear, standing
upright with incense burning in front of it. We were told that in 1099 some Hindus were imprisoned
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in a cave and were rescued by a spear which opened the door for them to escape. This spear was
under the control of the god Subramanium and we guessed that this was that magic spear.

As we left the cave and descended the 350 steps, we met an English speaking Indian who tried to
explain to us what we had seen. Going up on the other side was a man with a bundle of sugar cane
across his shoulders and suspended from it, a dripping wet cheese cloth bundle. Inside the bundle
was a tiny dark skinned baby. “He had made a vow” our friend explained, “either when the baby was
bom or when it was sick, and now he is coming to present it to the god to fulfil his vow.”
As we left the bottom of the steps we looked around. There were crowds of beggars holding out their
bowls for alms or food. On our right was a “holy man” attracting a large crowd. Further on another
large
group had gathered round a woman with long dishevelled hair who seemed to be in a trance. She
was dancing around in one direction while on her head was balanced a large coloured jar which
was spinning in the other direction.

We gave our Tamil tracts and spoke of the Lord Jesus to those who understood English, but there
were thousands to whom we had no way of approach because we could not speak their language
and they could not read.

We had almost reached our car and were resting for a moment to cool off, when a straw covered
hut by the river attracted our attention. On a stool sat a young man with glazed eyes as if in a
trance. Some men were inserting 4 foot long spears into his body - 130 of them - and on top of the
spears was balanced a coloured havada such as we had seen when we were climbing the steps.
Encouraged by the bystanders, he staggered to his feet, crossed the market space and sped up the
steps to bow before the god. Another man in the same area was having rows and rows of flat pins
stuck through his skin all around his body. He did not seem to be in a trance, but not a murmur
escaped his lips and we were told that he was doing penance for something.

We became aware that day of the spiritual darkness and degradation of these people and we were
so concerned that, as early as our 3rd Field Conference we recommended to HQ that we commence
work among the Tamil people in their own language.

In 1957 we finally saw an answer to our prayers when two couples belonging to the Strict Baptist
Mission in South India were seconded to us for work amongst the Tamils. Ben and Ethel Orchard
and Wilfred and Doris Kuhrt reported to our Field Conferences and from not having a Tamil
speaking church at all, their work began to bear fruit and the Tamil people were soon building their
own churches.
NOTE
Percy became aware of the difficulties of working with people of other religions. Not only were we
trying to penetrate the darkness of the Hindu religion, but we were facing the problems of letting
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the light of the Gospel shine into the hearts of the followers of Islam and Buddha also. The
following was distributed to prayer groups and prayer partners to inform them of the difficulties:
EMBATTLED
by Percy Moore
We went into attack confidently,
Prepared to scale the heights
And place a Cross for all to see triumphantly.
And as we neared the foe uncarefully,
Our forces well deployed
In battle line ahead we moved unwarily.
Why should we not emerge victoriously,
‘Twas dynamite to break hard hearts almightily!
Instead our ranks thin out most fearfully,
Death takes a few but more
Mowed down by sickness, battered sore, return to base.
The heights remain unsealed challengingly,
Except a small gain here,
A crag, a bulge we scarce can hold temporarily.
And still above the heights, how clearly
Shines the Crescent and the Star
Whilst Buddha, placid and unmoved sits smilingly.
They do not fight as we - Death or Victory!
But smile and bow, agree,
Compare, learn English and be friends politely.
And so the heights remain the enemy’s
And we fight up - tools blunt Hearts sore, bewildered and oppressed, questioningly.
O God, all this is Thine divinely!
Can Islam fight us off,
Ignore us, argue, push us back so easily?
Can Buddha take our sword so courteously,
And blunt its edge, soften
Remould and say ‘It is the same’ convincingly?
Recall the power of God! Incomparable!
Keep the hands upraised, steady, till
The battle which is His shall end victoriously.
Return to Table of Contents
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CHAPTER 15 “SUPER’S DAYS”, SABBATICALS AND HOLIDAYS
While we were home in Australia in 1956, the Lord gave Percy a vision of what he called “Super’s
Days” as an answer to the problems of how to visit each station, and make his visits more effective.
This seemed to be a good way to have fellowship with every member and keep in vital touch with
the progress, needs and problems of the work in each place. He drafted a set of guidelines (See end
note) which he sent to every missionary together with a personal letter.
Every Super’s Day was different as it was up to each missionary or group of missionaries as to how
the day was used. Percy liked me to go with him as so many of the workers were single women and
this was in line with the Mission guidelines as well as the fact that sometimes they found it easier to
talk to another women about personal problems. While we were away we left Percy’s Secretary in
charge and needed extra help with the housekeeping for which I was normally responsible.

We used to arrive the night before so that we could start in good time in the morning. Usually the
first morning was spent in Bible Study and prayer, and the afternoon in talking over the work and
its needs and problems. Sometimes we finished the day with a Communion Service and there
were times that we also had a meeting with all the church members.

As early as April 1952 Percy had been looking at the question of giving the missionaries a short
break away from the village work. If the British Army soldiers needed time for R & R, so did the
soldiers of the Cross. Several alternative ideas were mooted. Maybe a room could be set aside in
Singapore at the Mission HQ, or they could visit another village for a holiday. Our Kuala Lumpur
house was not suitable for this as there was not enough room and there were usually some language
students living with us.

While this problem remained unsolved, Pastor Yap of the Singapore Presbyterian Church contacted
Percy and told him of his son Yap Oon Tham who was a teacher in the government language school
in the Cameron Highlands and a Christian was very keen to have missionaries working in his area.
Through his father he sent a warm invitation and a promise of support. The advantage of having a
centre for work in the Cameron Highlands and also a place that could be used as a holiday home,
appealed to all our leaders, and by the end of February 1953 we had leased a place from Mr.
Cornwallis in Ringlet and appointed Ruth Dix and Margaret Heale to open it as a Mission centre for
work, but also to be prepared for it to be a holiday home for tired missionaries. If it was suitable,
after a seven months trial perion, the Mission was prepared to renew the lease for a longer period.

Prior to this, George Williamson who was in charge of the Anglican Field in North Malaya, had
been invited to be the Chaplain of the Military Forces stationed in the Cameron Highlands and also
to act as Chaplain for the school for children of the Military Forces stationed there. So there had
been a prior presence there. Percy encouraged the village missionaries to go there for a break rather
than to the more expensive government rest houses, and it soon became a popular holiday centre.
The higher altitude provided a cooler climate and a welcome change to the heat of the plains.
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Miss Griffith Jones, a well-known personality in Malaya, ran a boarding school in the Camerons
called “Tanglin” where George Williamson was also acting as Chaplain. She donated a lovely site
for the building of a proper church, and the British Army donated a large military hut which became
the All Souls Church.

Meanwhile Percy was busy in 1954 in Kuala Lumpur registering a new boarding school for the
Mission and obtaining permits for children to come into the country from Thailand and other
countries without their parents. This school was in the Cameron Highlands also and many of the
children spent a night or sometimes several nights with us on their way to the Camerons before they
would be driven by someone up the long winding road to the school.
We found other ways to relax. Picnics at the Lake Gardens or at the beach and birthday parties on
the side lawn at Penang Road all became part of our lives. For our own relaxation after the doctor in
Singapore had insisted that Percy must take a day off every week, we usually went to the Kuala
Lumpur Golf Course where Percy played a round of golf and I enjoyed the swimming pool.
Christian friends in the government in Kuala Lumpur would sometimes invite us to spend the
weekend in their lovely home or they would take us with them to Frasers Hill where we were able
to completely relax
Return to Table of Contents
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CHAPTER 16 MEDICAL WORK
The question of medical work came up early in Percy’s time in Singapore. Mr. Michell, the Home
Director in England, wrote asking about openings for medical workers. Dr. Molesworth who was in
charge of the leprosarium in Kuala Lumpur also wrote, taking it for granted that the CIM would have
at least two medical workers ready to move straight in to the leprosarium.

The Secretary for Chinese Affairs in Johore, Mr. Horsley was in touch with Percy saying that he
would do all he could to facilitate dispensary work by CIM workers in Johore. Percy wrote during
this time, “This kind of thing has been coming in from all quarters until it seems clear that we as a
Mission have a very real challenge to do medical work in the Federation.”

In some of the villages there were already government dispensaries run by government appointed
nurses or Red Cross nurses. In both cases they were glad to have the help of any missionary nurses
allocated to their village. In other villages it was possible for CIM nurses to set up their own clinic.
Even when we were still unable to get through to the older people, in those villages where we had
nurses, medical work opened the door.

In Sungei Way, Feme Blair, who was a trained nurse, opened a small clinic every evening in the
front room of their flat which was open to the street. Major illnesses or accidents still had to go to a
doctor in the hospital in Kuala Lumpur, but any minor illnesses or injuries could be treated by Feme.
This made them better known in the village, especially to the mothers, and helped break down some
of the suspicion of foreigners.

In other villages such as Scudai, Red Cross nurses already had a clinic which they visited regularly
in their Red Cross van. When they became aware that the two missionaries there were both nurses,
they gladly welcomed their help. The missionaries were not only able to help with medical work, but
at times were useful as interpreters in Mandarin Chinese or one of the local dialects that they had
learnt. In Serdang the two missionaries were also both nurses and when the Red Cross nurse retired,
they were invited to move into the cottage that had been built for the Red Cross nurse and carry on
as much of the clinic work as they could.

In Sungu church there was no clinic in the beginning, but with the arrival later of two nurses a small
clinic and dispensary was set up in rather cramped quarters. The government later built a much
larger room as a dispensary and when the Wiks moved into the area, Mrs. Wik was able to take over
the dispensary work.
Dr. and Mrs. Pearce lived and worked in Cha’ah and accomplished a lot through their full time
medical work. They placed a notice outside their home stating that their hours were 3pm to 5pm
daily except Sundays. They would usually deal with 20 to 30 patients in this time. They registered
each patient by asking them to produce their government identity card. When Dr. Pearce was asked
to do home visits, he usually went in the mornings. He also helped the local midwife when required
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and took responsibility for a number of midwifery cases. As well he visited the Aged Care Home
and looked after their medical needs there. In all this, they took every opportunity to make the
Gospel known to those they treated.
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CHAPTER 17 LITERATURE WORK AND THE CHRISTIAN BOOK ROOM
All missionaries do not have the same gifts, and it was part of Percy’s work as a Superintendent to
discover what those gifts were and to put them in a position where they could use them to the full.
Harold and Lucinda Wik worked for their first term of service preaching the Gospel in a village
where there were no Christians and no church. Though they carried out their work faithfully they
never felt quite satisfied as they really would have preferred to distribute Christian literature. So
when they returned to the Field after their first Home Assignment, they were placed in a village
where Lucinda would be able to work among the women and children and Harold would be free to
distribute Christian literature. He became the agent for the Chinese Christian Magazine which the
Mission produced monthly. It was called Dengta and Harold became responsible for introducing it
to Chinese people, collecting the fees when they ordered it and distributing it as he received it from
Singapore. He became a familiar figure as he moved around the villages of South Malaya and
Dengta Magazine became popular in many homes.
From his village base, Harold Wik started colportage work. He began itinerating widely,
distributing tracts through shopping areas and selling literature in up to 150 towns and villages in
Johore State.
Before Percy and I left Malaya, Harold had collected upwards of $M10,000 from the sale of Dengta
Magazine and $M900,000 from the sale of scripture, largely from the sale of Gospels at the cost of
two for 10 cents.

Ken and Vera Price left the Christian Witness Press in Hong Kong and went to Singapore in late
1953. Roland Butler wrote to Percy to say that Ken felt that Kuala Lumpur might be a better centre
for his work than Singapore. He thought there would be better scope for selling Christian literature
without competing with other Christian groups.

Percy replied, telling them of a group of four men belonging to the Venning Road Brethren
Assembly who had been running a Christian bookshop for several months. They used part of an
existing bookshop, but unfortunately none of them were free to give full time to the shop.
Consequently they had recently closed it down. They had approached the CIM proposing that we
loan them two of our workers to get it going again. Percy wrote that he understood that their aim
was to run it as an evangelical, undenominational store. It was finally agreed that the Prices would
be loaned to the book shop for an initial period of twelve months. As proprietors the Venning Road
people would retain ownership of the business and decide all matters of policy. Shop
accommodation would be supplied by the proprietors and there would be freedom to purchase and
sell Christian Witness Press literature. It was agreed that Ken Price as Manager would employ an
Asian Christian to be trained as the future Manager. It was also hope that they would become agents
for the Bible Society.

So began the Evangel Book Centre. From the first, God’s blessing was on it and it became well
known to Christians all over the Federation and was a means of salvation to many. For workers
coming in from the villages a visit to the EBC was a must. The Book Centre later purchased a small
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Austin van, and with God’s man to look after it, it was not long before the little dark red van with
its bright yellow lettering in Chinese and English became well known all over the Federation.

Before the Prices retired, another keen young Chinese Christian man with business ability became
available to help them, and by the time they retired, he was ready to take over the management,
which meant that the shop was now completely under Asian control.
The Evangel Book Centre had become a part of our lives, so it was a shock when in late 1958 the
Prices were told that they must vacate the premises b the end of January 1959. In the two months
following the notice to quit, Ken looked at over 40 possible locations with “key money” ranging
from $30,000 to $60,000, and one man even told him that he might as well save his energy as he
would get nothing without key money. We prayed about it, but when we met for our Friday night
prayer meeting just a week before the deadline, there was still nothing in view. Saturday came and
the Prices were within 5 minutes of closing the shop for the weekend when they were told of
another possible place. It was as near the centre of the city as their present shop, but the owners
were asking no key money and the rent they were asking was reasonable. So, only a few days
before the move had to be made, everything was settled and the agreement was signed. God was not
only teaching us missionaries lessons of faith and trust, but He was also showing the infant church
in Malaya how to trust Him too.
In 1956 we had a visit from Cecil Johnstone, the team leader of Scripture Union in India. He held a
big public meeting in Kuala Lumpur and visited a number of schools. Up to this time the Scripture
Union Bible readings had been used by various individuals and some groups, but after this,
Scripture Union classes were held in many churches in the South Malayan villages.
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CHAPTER 18 SPIRITUAL WARFARE
There had been itinerant evangelism carried out in Malaya, notably the team led by Paul Contento,
so when Hayden Mellsop left Malaya in 1953 and bequeathed his van to the South Malayan Field
to be put to whatever use we wanted, this opened the door of opportunity for us. The van needed
some attention, but there were Christians developing in many of the villages who could be trained
as part of an itinerant evangelistic team.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy King were put in charge of the van and it was prepared for its new life. The
back opened up to form a speaking platform and the van contained its own amplifying equipment.
Percy King’s report of his first evangelistic tour in the van spoke of large numbers attending the
open air meetings. He went through Rawang town as well as Rawang village, and also included
Kuang, Kundang, Batu Arang and Ulu Yam, most of which had no resident missionary. He felt the
harvest was ripe but the labourers were few.
The next trip was to the North Malayan Field. The Kings continued this work until 1958 when they
went on Home Assignment and for another year the Tarrants carried it on until they too went on
Homa Assignment. It is a specialist type of work and it is not easy to find people called to do it.
As the churches began to grow and mature, it was a great encouragement to see the number of
young people who were putting their trust in the Lord. In 1956 the first camp for young people was
held at a seaside resort. The camp site was on the coast about 50 miles from Kuala Lumpur, at the
spot where allied troops landed at the end of the second World War to take Malaya from the
Japanese. The camp had a kitchen, dining room and assembly hall ideal for our purpose.
The first camp was such a success that a second camp was held in 1957 when over 80 young people
attended. There were reports of real blessing amongst the young people. Mr. Yap Swee Lian
attended as a leader and the Secretary of the camp, but the Lord spoke to him as well. He was the
first convert and a leading deacon of the Sungei Way church. While he was at the camp he
confessed to the Lord that he had been the cause of lack of blessing in the little church. He
confessed to having been wrong in his attitude to his brother and also that in years gone by, when
he was a boy in his own home, he had stolen money from his father. He promised the Lord that he
would make his confession and restitution when he returned home.
However, from that moment the devil counter attacked and it was over 10 days before he was able
to see either his brother or his father and confess as he felt the Lord wanted him to. One thing after
another happened to hinder him. It seemed as if the enemy came in like a flood, even attacking his
body until he was so ill that he was hospitalised for a few days. When finally he did speak to his
brother and his father, Satan began to tell him he was no good and he could never be used by God
again. Eventually he came to Kuala Lumpur where we took turns praying with him and reminding
him of the promises of God. We felt that we were in the midst of a spiritual battle and in the end it
was the Word of God and prayer that won the battle. It made me realise that Satan is not happy that
these people in the villages, who have for so long been under his control, should now be free and
being used by God for His purposes.
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There was a parallel between Sir Gerald and his fight against the guerrillas and our fight against the
forces of evil. There was a time when the British soldiers did not seem to be making any headway
and so it was with us too. For the British soldiers this was a new kind of warfare and for us who
were fighting the spiritual battle in the villages of Malaya this was a new experience in many ways
too.
As we lived in the villages and began to understand more of their way of life, we began to sense
something of the power of the evil forces which were our real enemy and to see the tremendous
power they had on the village people. We were not fighting against flesh and blood but “against
spiritual wickedness in high places”. We needed to keep our armour on and to use every weapon
our Captain had made available to us. These, we were told, had Divine power to “destroy
strongholds and break down every proud obstacle to the knowledge of God.” We were there with a
Heavenly mandate to bring knowledge of God to a people who had never heard, and our enemy was
ready to use every weapon he had against us.

We were shocked when Hayden and Harold’s young language teacher was found strangled in the
jungle soon after they had employed her. It was a horrible introduction to their first night in Kuala
Lumpur when Bertha Silversides and Ina Tebbs found that somebody’s finger had been chopped
off and hung on the outside of their window in an attempt to intimidate them. There was obviously
not going to be any respite in this warfare.

In every village there were spirit mediums, witch doctors, necromancers and demon possessed
people. In some villages, as we approached them by car, we could feel the power of evil that
controlled the whole village. In every dialect group, Hakka, Hokkien, Cantonese or Teochin there
were witches to whom people turned for help and advice. They were called “the women who
enquire from the spirits” and they were mediators between the people and the spirit world which
they all believed in and were afraid to offend. High prices were demanded by the mediums for
advice, but somehow the people managed to find the money to pay them.
In the villages, people seldom went to a hospital when they were sick. They either went to a
“boma”, a “pawang” or a “dukun”. The most powerful was the “pawang” who was known as either
good or bad.
The good were those who used their magic skills and supernatural powers by going in to a trance
and then healing the sick, overcoming the blight threatening to destroy their crops, or even
reversing the judges “guilty” decision in court against an innocent man about to be hanged. The
“pawang” could also act as a fortune-teller, and if something was lost, could help to recover it.

The “bad pawangs” could turn themselves into a wild animal, a tiger, or a crocodile and do a lot of
harm. They were usually famous too for their love potions which many Chinese women applied for
and which by some kind of witchcraft seemed to work.
The “bomo” was primarily a doctor and less powerful than the pawang, but more so than the
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“dukun”.
His duty was to heal the sick, and in the villages he was constantly consulted about serious
illnesses. The dukun was called in for less serious illnesses, but if the patient did not recover and
seemed to be getting worse, the bomo would be called. If he failed to effect a cure, the powerful
pawang would be consulted. All this was so much a part of their lives, and the fear of the spirits so
possessed them, that even when they became Christians it was hard to break away from it. One
new Christian even went to a necromancer to ask for a favourable day for her baptism!

Missionaries who had been in China felt that we had never seen so much superstition and demon
possession in one place as we found in the new villages of Malaya. This may have been because
people in a village were not all from one dialect speaking group in China. Three or four dialects
might be heard in one village and probably each group brought with them the superstitions and
customs of their part of China.

Chinese New Year at the beginning of the lunar calendar was celebrated in every Chinese village,
as was the Dragon Boat Festival on the 5th day of the 5th moon, and the Moon Festival on the 15th
day of the 8th moon. On the 7th day of the 7th moon the Seven Sisters’ Festival was actually a
Hakka festival, but it was kept in most villages as was the Hokkien festival in the 9th moon.

In every Chinese home there were ancestral tablets, and every Chinese child from babyhood was
taught to worship the spirits of the ancestors. When the subject came up for discussion in my Bible
Class and I tried to explain how a Christian should act, one of the girls exclaimed in horrified
tones, “But Mrs. Moore, I would starve if I didn’t eat the food offered to the ancestors.” It was a
difficult subject for any young person wanting to be a Christian.

Another common festival in the villages was the Feast of Hungry Spirits held on the 15th day of the
7th moon. Offerings of food were placed at street comers on the side of the road to feed the
wandering spirits. The festival often lasts for a whole month, and people are afraid to venture our
after dark for fear of meeting some of the wandering spirits. The Festival of the Winter Solstice,
held on the 2nd day of the 11th moon is more a Cantonese festival, but again many others kept it too.

Funeral customs varied with the different social status of the family. A spirit that has left the body
is always feared even though they may have been loved in life. Those with nobody to care for them
became wandering spirits, and that is why every Chinese family wants a son to carry on the work
the father has done in caring for the departed spirits in an unbroken perpetuity. The necromancer is
called in to decide on the proper day for the funeral and also the position in which the coffin is to be
placed in the grave. Priests come to chant for the safe conduct of the soul to Heaven on the 3rd, 5th
and 7th days and then every 7th day seven times until the 100th day, and again on the anniversary of
the death. That is the recognised duration of the mourning period. On the 21st day after the death,
the spirit is called back for a short time, but is then supposed to leave for ever.
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The clothes, bedding and utensils used by the deceased are all burned outside to go with him to the
spirit world, and everything he might need to use is made of paper and burned also. There could be
paper houses, boats, cars, servants and many other things as well as paper money. Black clothes are
worn as a sign of mourning for three years, or some may simply wear a black arm band. Parents
never attend the funeral of a daughter, but when a parent dies the eldest son walks in front of the
coffin wearing white clothes tied at the waist with hemp.

One day, as I sat in the car outside a Chinese shop, my eye caught a movement at an upstairs
window on the opposite side of the street. A man was standing inside the window with his gaze
fixed intently on the sun. As I watched, he lifted his hands in the attitude of prayer and his lips
moved in worship. He was a sun worshipper and it was the dead look in his eyes and the complete
lack of animation so typical of those who worship false gods that touched my heart.

According to the Chinese way of thinking, one of the most important but unpredictable factors
affecting their every day lives is just “luck”. To avoid bad luck they wear all sorts of charms, or
take some action which will appease the evil spirits. A rabbit’s foot is often worn by quite young
children to bring good luck and to ward off illness. Or it may be an old coin with a hole in the
centre, hung on a red cord round the neck or wrist or ankle to fasten them securely to this life and
keep them from being dragged away by evil spirits.

In the house, lucky Chinese characters written on strips of red paper are pasted along each side of
the door of the house and above it. These are usually changed at New Year and are supposed to
bring good luck right through the year. The paper kitchen god which is pasted on the kitchen wall is
also made much of at the New Year. Before it is burned and sent up to the spirit world, its lips are
smeared with honey to make sure it will only report nice things of the family it has been watching
all through the year.
In Bentong in Pahang a temple holds an annual feast for a full week called the Feast of the Devils.
The god known as the “king of devils” was specially invited to come and supervise all the devils
which were invited. It was believed that this would satisfy the devils and people would then have
no trouble from the through the year. In Kota Bahra, fishermen hold a special four day ceremony at
New Year to make offerings t the ancient spirits of the sea. This would ensure a good year for
fishing. In each village the main temple would hold a special festival during the year when
Buddhists and Taoists would keep the birthday of the monkey god. When one of the missionaries
commented on the value of the offerings being made by a very poor family to the monkey god, the
response was simply “nothing is too good for the god.”
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CHAPTER 19 BARRIERS TO PROGRESS
In those early years when British soldiers were losing their lives in the jungles of Malaya and Sir
Gerald Templar was using every means in his power to overcome the subtle attacks of the physical
enemy, what was happening in the spiritual realm? Were the ‘soldiers of the Cross’ being any more
successful against the enemy of souls?
An old Chinese proverb says, “In the beginning all things are difficult”, and we expected
difficulties. As time went on it seemed as if the people in the New Villages of Malaya were bound
hand and foot by the enemy from which we had come to release them. We began to wonder
however, when we would ever see the Church being built as our Lord had promised it would be. It
was true that some missionaries were living in villages where there were already a few Christians.
Winnie and Maijory and the Pearces were being encouraged as they saw the number of believers
growing and reaching out to others. But in Pontian the Bentley-Taylors felt that the church leaders
were against them rather than for them. They had gone to Pontian at the church’s invitation, but
had found when they got there that the church had really wanted the CIM workers to help influence
the authorities to produce permits and funds for the start of an English school and to promote it
among the community.
Ignorant of these aims, the Bentley-Taylors launched into evangelism among the children and
young people, open air meetings and tract distribution, visiting and Bible teaching. They soon
began to see results and were joined by an evangelistic team, led by a Chinese Christian, which
was a great blessing. Unfortunately this aroused opposition from the church elders who felt that the
church was theirs as it had been financed by them, and they resisted the emergence of a new
spiritual leadership. The new leadership found it difficult also, especially when rumours were
started by the elders reflecting on the moral character of the evangelistic team. By the time the
Bentley-Taylors finished their year at Pontian they felt that the future of the church was very
uncertain.
In Sungei Chua there had been a Methodist Church for 30 years, but two years prior to Norah and
Stanley Rowe settling in to the new village, all meetings had ceased. This had happened because
the pastor had received a threatening letter from the communist guerrillas. The church bell had
ceased to ring out the call to worship, the building had been used for a school and even the
communist flag flew from what had been a place of worship.
Then the Government enclosed the whole area and it became one of the many new villages. Most
of its people were rubber tappers and, as in other new villages, the workers were searched by
guards at the gates before going out to work or returning in the afternoon.
People in this village were willing to have services if Stanley Rowe would preach, and they also
started a Sunday School which the children enjoyed attending. But one day, while Percy and I were
visiting and having dinner with the Rowes, one of the women came in to ask Norah no to go to
Mrs. Chin’s for a cottage meeting she had planned. She said one of the Chin boys had been caught
out in the plantation giving food to the guerrillas. Mrs. Chin was supposed to be a Christian, but
Norah and Stanley had often wondered why the older young people in that family seemed so
antagonistic and hardened against the Gospel. Now the reason for it became clear.
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Not far from Kuala Lumpur was a big leprosarium where Sonny Ong lived for quite a long time.
He became a Christian while there and later was discharged as cured. He married and had a child
and was able to work as a rubber tapper on one of the big plantations near Kuala Lumpur. He went
one day to the Pastor of the Methodist Church in Kuala Lumpur saying he was becoming more
aware of what was going on around him - latex being stolen and food being smuggled out to the
guerrillas. He didn’t kknow what his attitude as a Christian should be. The Pastor told him not to
give any appearance of spying or sneaking about, but to make it clear that as a Christian he would
not have anything to do with anything underhand.
Not long after that, the police made one of their regular check-ups on the plantation where Sonny
Ong worked, and a day or two later Sonny disappeared and was never seen again. It was feared
that he was blamed for the police visit and so had been removed.
In another village which Percy was visiting to see if it would be worthwhile placing two
missionaries there, he met a man who said he was a Christian. He told Percy that his wife and son
had both disappeared. The son had been collecting money for the guerrillas unknown to his parents,
but one day his mother had found some of it and asked him where he got it. The boy looked
frightened and told her to keep quiet about it or they would both be in trouble. It was not long after
that that they both disappeared and have not been heard of since.
In one village a neighbour set her dog against the missionaries and any friends who visited them
when they first moved in. In most villages the children were an encouragement at first as most of
them were learning Mandarin at school, so when the missionary could not communicate with the
adults, they could still teach the children. But when the parents discovered that their children were
beginning to believe the Gospel, their opposition became open and aggressive. One teenage boy
who loved to come to the meetings and was putting his trust in the Lord, was dragged out of the
meeting one night by a very angry father, and was never allowed to attend again.
Kluang was another village in which the Presbyterians had an interest. The Pastor in Kluang was
very evangelical and the church not only had services in Hokkien but also a Sunday School in
Mandarin. They also held two other services in nearby villages on Sunday afternoons and cottage
meetings in some Christian homes. The Pastor’s time was fully taken up with preaching and
teaching. The CIM was asked to move in because not only were there a number of new villages
within easy reach of Kluang, but there was also a nearby detention camp with about 2,000 people
in it who were to be sent back to China. A Mandarin speaking school for the Chinese children was
opened for our missionaries to work in and before long 100 children were enrolled. The problem
was that the population of the detention camp changed so often that it was difficult to follow up any
child who showed an interest in the Gospel.
At the end of each week a Gospel tract in Mandarin was given to each senior child to take home to
their parents in the camp, and every two months a Gospel was given as well. As time went on the
children became friendlier but the parents remained unresponsive and antagonistic partly because
of the language barrier as few of them spoke Mandarin.
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Pendamaran on the west coast near Klang, was another village where the Methodists in Klang had
started work but were glad when the CIM workers took over. When Ruth Verhulst and Olive
Finney moved in to Pendamaran in March 1952, they found a huge settlement of 1200 families.
There was a group of Methodist Christians who welcomed their support, and the Methodist Church
in Klang helped them start a Sunday School. A very keen retired Methodist Bible woman was also
helpful in visitation, so their start was made easier by the cooperation of national Christians as well
as from contacts made through the Red Cross clinic where they assisted.
In the villages where the Red Cross were holding regular clinics, their nurses were grateful for the
help that our missionaries were often able to contribute. Sometimes it was simply to act as
interpreters when the people spoke dialects which the Red Cross nurses could not understand, and
sometimes the missionaries had medical training and were able to assist with the actual treatment
of the patients. While the people were not interested in the “western religion”, they were grateful
for the medical help they were given and some who were too ill to be treated at the clinic were also
grateful when the missionaries gotthem quickly off to hospital and in doing so probably saved their
lives. All this expedited the breakdown of opposition, but where there was no clinic it was harder.
Communication was always difficult, but not always because of language. Children were often
responsive because they were learning Mandarin at school, but their mothers were suspicious of us
and, because the majority of the first missionaries in the villages were women, it was hard to get
close to the men. If the men did not believe, their wives did not dare. As most of the people in the
villages were rubber tappers, they were away from early in the morning and we were unable to
contact them until the afternoon. Even then the attempts to get through to the women were hindered
by the language barrier, suspicion that we were spies and fear of the spirits and of repercussions
from the guerrillas. They didn’t mind the children coming to listen to stories or learning to sing
bright choruses, but it must not go any further than that. Some of the teenagers began to accept and
believe the message of salvation, but once this became obvious the trouble began. We wondered if it
would be better to work through the city churches and encourage the Chinese Christians to go out to
the villages and so break down the opposition that seemed to be targeted at the “foreign” religion.

At our first Field Conference in 1952 Arnold Lea from HQ in Singapore brought a Bible reading
each day based on the topic “Consider Him!” Betty Laing probably expressed the feeling of every
new village worker best when she commenced her report on her work in Scudai by saying, “If one
considered the work or oneself before considering the Lord, there would be utter discouragement.”
That first year in Malaya had been far from easy and Percy summed it up in his letter to Prayer
Partners back home: “The excitement and interest of our arrival in this country and in the new
villages has now worn off, and we are finding in many villages that we are up against a brick wall.
Souls are not being saved. The only answer is PRAYER. The alternative to prayer is fainting. We
must either pray to keep from fainting or we will faint in the work. Satan has colossal power in
this country and prayer is vital for victory.”
Return to Table of Contents
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CHAPTER 20 BREAKTHROUGH!
This was the situation I came in to early in 1953. After that first Conference there must have been
many prayer partners all over the world who had taken the spiritual warfare going on in Malaya to
their hearts.
By the summer of 1953 we began to see that “the race is not to the swift nor the battle to the strong”.
In May 1953 Percy received a letter from Paul Contento in Singapore. Paul was working amongst
students in the Singapore Theological Seminary. He wrote to say that the Staff had had a meeting
recently and had asked him to lead a team of students during the four or five week summer vacation
into the Federation on an evangelistic tour. He said the purpose was two fold. One was to make
Christ known and the other to make the Seminary known. The team would consist of four Chinese
students who, between them, could cover all the dialects needed. “He pointed out that there was
“one Hakka, one or two Hokkien, one Cantonese and one who can speak Teochiu and Foochow as
well as other dialects!”
His letter continued, “We will be prepared to visit a number of CIM stations, for I feel that only
when there is a follow up work is evangelistic work really worthwhile. We will also plan to do a bit
of revival work in some of the deader churches, and we hope to visit some of the larger churches to
put the challenge of the Seminary before them.”

As they commenced the work, Paul admitted that they were timid at first because they knew the
strength of the communist infiltration, but as people came night after night in increasing numbers
and listened quietly, often for up to two h ours, they could see that God was at work. The message
they preached was not a popular one as they declared that man is lost and needs salvation, is dead
and needs life, is blind and needs sight, and is criminal and needs justification. They showed how
the commandments of God had all been broken and there was always a sense of deep conviction in
the hearts of the listening crowd. Prayer by people all over the world was manifestly being
answered, and the power of Satan who had held these people in bondage for so long, was being
broken.

In Paul Contento’s report after they returned to Singapore, he said that they held campaigns in
twelve new villages, using the public address system, a comet, bright lights and cheerful singing led
by one of the students who was “specially gifted to make a crowd sing”, they had no difficulty in
drawing large crowds.

Among the team of five, they were able to speak eight Chinese dialects and, for the first time,
Chinese people were hearing the Gospel message in their own language from men of their own race.
They began to realise this was not a “foreign religion” after all, but one which they desperately
needed. The faithful work done by our missionaries in villages with little or no response in the past
year, was now bearing fruit. In village after village missionaries began to see the breakthrough they
had longed for as people came to find out how to be saved, even after the evangelistic team had
returned to Singapore. Now that they believed, the question was, what next?
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Percy’s report to HQ in Singapore was that “this work is just what we have needed here in the
Federation and I think that we have had our greatest boost in the work and in our own hearts since
we commenced work in Malaya.” Paul Contento’s own report was equally satisfying, “Thousands
heard the Gospel Message for the first time in their own language by some one of their own race.
That made them realise that the Gospel is not a ‘foreign religion’ but something they themselves
needed.
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In one large village where there was a small group of Christians, eighty accepted Christ as their
personal Saviour and a school teacher came our openly. In another, thirty accepted Christ and in
another twenty made decisions, of which eleven have already been baptized. A government official
was converted in one place and is helping the leadership in the continued witness there. In another
village thirty young people came to Christ and are growing in spiritual maturity. In one village a
mother who wanted to believe, brought her 14 year old son who was the problem boy of the
village. He was not only converted himself, but next day brought another boy to be converted.”
First baptisms at Serdang 12.12.1954 “In many villages” Paul continued, “our campaign was the
turning point for many. Faithful groundwork had been done by the resident missionaries. The open
air meetings with the Gospel preached by Asian Christians in their own dialects, was the deciding
emphasis many needed. In some places people gave in their names to believe after we had gone.
Generally speaking, the villages visited were awakened to a better understanding of what the
missionaries are there for, and what they are doing. Many were convicted that Christ is a Saviour.
Perhaps your prayers especially for the missionaries as they seek to follow up the work, will translate
this into Christ being their Saviour.”
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CHAPTER 21 THE SUNGEI WAY STORY
One example of the battle and the breakthrough was the village of Sungei Way. In June 1952 Hayden
Mellsop took Margaret Holland, Annette Harris and Ferne Blair to open the work in Sungei Way, a
village about eight miles from Kuala Lumpur. There was no church and no Christians in Sungei
Way. Margaret and Annette were teachers and Ferne was a nurse. As the missionaries knew
Mandarin, it was amongst the children that they naturally started their work. The main dialect in the
village was Hakka and the ladies had only just begun to learn this and were looking for a teacher in
the village who would be willing to teach them.
The home they lived in was a shop front type of house. It was one of seven houses joined together
with a common verandah. With their ship front door open on to the verandah, the 31 children who
lived in the other six houses were constantly in and out looking at the Christian posters on the
walls, listening to the stories the ladies told them in Mandarin and learning to sing some of the
Christian choruses. A Sunday afternoon became virtually one long children’s meeting as did one
that was held in the village school on Saturday mornings. Signs of belief first appeared among the
children as they heard about Jesus.
Feme opened a clinic in the evenings and soon some of the mothers ventured to come and get
treatment for themselves and for their children, but none dared come out openly as a Christian.
Next door to the missionaries’ home lived a candle maker and his wife. Much of his business was
making and selling paraphernalia for idol worship. Their nine year old daughter went in and our
to hear about the stories of Jesus and it was not long before she told the missionaries that she
loved Jesus and prayed every day that her parents would love Him too. But in those early days,
even though the children believed and mothers might begin to show an interest, the fathers were
still adamant that they would have nothing to do with the foreign religion.
When Percy went out to visit them after they had been there almost a year, they were in despair of
ever seeing a church built in Sungei Way. As they prayed together Annetta prayed, “O Lord,
please save the worst man in this village.” Their Hakka teacher, Mr. Yap, had been a well
respected school teacher until he had become a gambler. He was now running a bicycle repair
shop, but his wife had lost faith in him because whatever he earned during the day was quickly
lost when he gambled it away at night. He was recommended to the missionaries as a language
teacher and daily, as they read the Scriptures with him, they prayed that he might understand and
believe. But nothing happened.
Then Paul Contento and his team of young Chinese evangelists came from Singapore. For three
nights they held open air meetings outside the missionaries’ home while up to 300 people listened
as the Gospel was explained to them by their own people in their own language. On the last night
they were given a challenge, “If you want to repent and trust in Jesus, put up your hand.” Mr Yap
knew at that moment that this is what he wanted and without caring what other people would think
or what the consequences might be, put up his hand. Paul and the team spent some time counselling
him and others who responded, and when Mr. Yap went home he told his wife what had happened.
She replied, “If Jesus can deliver you from gambling then I will believe too.”
Annette’s prayer had been answered and, whether Mr. Yap was the worst man in God’s sight in the
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village or not, he was certainly the worst gambler and, by the power of God, he was a new man
from that day. His wife, true to her word, trusted the Lord for her salvation too, as she could not but
believe that only God could have delivered him. From then on their home became a Christian
centre and their children were brought up “in the nurture and admonition of the Lord.”
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CHAPTER 22 BLESSINGS AND BAPTISMS
Because Sungei Way was not far from us, Percy was often asked to go out and preach and teach there. In
February 1954 we were invited to the missionaries’ home for an evening meal together with Mr. and Mrs.
Yang. Mr. Tang had an interesting story to tell. His son worked in a tin mine. One day he was caught in the
dredge and was pulled out more dead than alive. They called Mr. Yang and when he saw his son, he had no
colour in his cheeks and he felt sure he was dead. He closed his eyes and prayed, “Oh God, please save my
boy, please save my boy.” As he opened his eyes again he saw the colour come back into his son’s cheeks,
and his eyelids moved a little. At the same time his lips that looked as if they were never going to speak
again moved a little as he murmured something. It was not long before he was home again. The wonderful
thing to Mr. Yang was that God heard and answered his prayer without anybody else to help or advise.

Mrs. Yang also had a story of answered prayer. She had burned her idols publicly a week before and while
visiting the home of a friend, she had found the family very downcast because their young daughter-in-law
was seriously ill and had been taken to the hospital. Mrs. Yang said, “I’m going to pray for her”, and then
and there she prayed. Within a week the young woman had been discharged and sent home. Everybody in
the village knew it was Jesus who had healed her.

7 March 1954 was a significant day in the history of the Sungei Way church. Someone made them a tin box
which was covered in white paper and a slit made in the top. This box was placed in a prominent position
and during the service eyes kept turning again and again towards it. Even before the service began, Mrs.
Yang’s small daughter, bright and clean in a pink and white spotted frock, could wait no longer. She ran to
the front and dropped her coin with a joyful clatter into the box.

This was the first time they had ever taken up a collection. The rest of the congregation waited until the end
of the service and, at the invitation, went forward and placed their gifts in the box too. The small son of the
candle maker who lived next door, watched for a moment and then ran quickly out the door and back to his
home. Just as everybody was settling back in to their seats again, he came back flourishing a ten cent piece
triumphantly, ran down the aisle and dropped it into the box. The gifts amounted to $27 and there was a real
atmosphere of “joyful giving” as it was handed over to Ian Morrison of the Bible Society who was visiting
them on that day.

Following the visit of Paul Contento and his team, there were baptisms in a number of villages as those who
had come to the Lord at that time were led on in the study of the Bible and came to realise that the Lord’s
message to them was, “Believe and be baptized.” Most of them had never heard of adult baptism or seen a
service of baptism by immersion, but they felt that they wanted to take this next step in the Christian life
whatever it meant. They approached Dr. Pearce, who agreed to baptise them, but suggested that in future
they themselves should take responsibility for baptising new Christians. So the seed was sown for them to
become an independent and self-propagating church and as this vision began to take hold, they put money
aside for the erection of their own church building.
Sungei Way was the first to have baptisms after the evangelistic team returned to Singapore. We were
privileged to be there on that special day. Percy and I drove out after lunch, taking with us Mr. Lo and
Pastor Lien of the Baptist Church. We all met for a short service at the missionaries’ home which Percy led.
He then read out the names of the four men and six women who had been accepted for baptism.
After the meeting we all got into cars and drove back along the road to where there was a tin mine. Avery
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nice pool there made it ideal for baptisms. The three women missionaries erected a tent in which the women
could change, and Pastor Lien waded out into the pool to conduct the actual baptisms. He was followed by
Mr. Yap who had been the first convert in the village, and then, one by one the other nine baptismal
candidates followed. Pastor Lien asked them a question or two about their faith and then baptised them in
the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. There were three married couples among the ten, so that
meant that in Sungei Way there were now three fully Christian homes where, a year before, the name of
Jesus was not even known.
We then all drove back to the missionaries’ home where we had a communion service using the bread and
wine (Chinese tea!) that had been prepared on the table. We gathered around, a group of Christians, with
our Lord in the midst, to remember His death “till He comes”. It was a memorable time, holy and precious.
In the faces of the ten who had just been baptised you could see that it had a special meaning.
Eighteen months later I was again privileged to attend the first baptismal service at Serdang. In spite of
heavy rains for some days previously the 13th day of December 1954 turned out to be a beautiful day. We
all gathered at the home of the two missionaries, Irene Neville and Ursula Kholer in Serdang village.
From there we drove out to the Agricultural Experimental Station where an old tin mining pool had been
made available to us for the service. It was a beautiful setting. The still waters of the pool reflected the blue
skies above as we approached it. On three sides were shrubs and grasses and on the fourth side a lovely
stretch of green grass right down to the waters edge. Three coconut palms formed a natural triangle close
to the water and acted as poles to hang an oil sheet to create a changing room for the women to change.
Other coconut palms gave shade from the hot sun for the onlookers.
Eleven people had been accepted for baptism and Mr. Yap Oon Than walked slowly out in to the water
until it was almost to his waist and then turned to face the shore, his face shining with the joy of the Lord.
A number of Indian labourers came to watch and to add to the beauty of the whole scene, two Indian
Christian women in beautiful saris were watching too. As the Chinese women were baptised and came up
out of the water, these two sari clad women came forward with beaming faces and shook them by the
hand. It was a lovely picture of the unity there is in Christ Jesus.
By 2 January 1955, it was felt that some of the leaders were ready to be appointed as deacons. Four men
who had been baptised in June the previous year in Sungei Way were to be set aside as deacons. They
were Mr. Yap, Mr. Yang, Mr. Liu and Mr. Yang’s son. There was a good attendance at the service and
Percy preached on the responsibilities of deacons, what kind of men they must be and what their work
involved. We then celebrated communion together, after which Percy and the four men stood at the front
while Percy prayed for them and dedicated them to the Lord. At the end, in typical Chinese style, the
whole congregation bowed to them three times to signify their acceptance of their leadership.
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AFTERWORD
I have tried in these few pages to tell the story of the start of the work of the China Inland Mission, later to
be called The Overseas Missionary Fellowship in Malay, now part of Malaysia. We went in to Malaya with
the aim of working amongst the Chinese people who had migrated there and not to compete with
missionary work which was already being carried out in the country. In a very reel sense it was a pioneering
work and I believe that we carried it out with sensitivity to the needs of the people and the need we felt to
spread the Good News of Jesus Christ.

I have not necessarily told the story chronologically, but have attempted to show you the beginnings, the
difficulties and the blessing that the Lord encouraged us with. It was a time when Percy was able to use his
pioneering, supervisory administrative and pastoral skills effectively. We continued to work in Malaya until
our tour of duty came to an abrupt end in March 1959 when Percy suffered a heart attack. On medical
advice we returned to Australia for a complete break and, as it happened, we never returned to Malaya.
At the Field Conference in 1958, some months before his heart attack, Percy reviewed the work of the
Mission in South Malaya. He felt, like Sir Gerald, that he had finished the work that he had gone to do.
There were now churches in many villages which were independent and able to reach out to other
unevangelized villages with the Gospel. One of the goals of the Mission was to make missionaries
unnecessary. They had tried to make the local church self-governing, self-propagating and self- supporting.
This had now been achieved in many places.
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END NOTES

Note that the page numbers referred to above are not accurate.
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